News Analysis

Edward Milenky: Victim of Tenure Power Politics
byLichAontadrRober
e nd t

McGrath

Last week the final university
and promotions list was
released and, as usual, thereal story
is not who made the listings but who
didn't. This year the most controversial loser in the "up or out"
game appears to be Assistant
Professor of Political Science
Edward S. Milenky. Already his
denial of tenure has brought sharp
criticisms from undergraduate
majors in the departments, like
political science student representative Jeff Bauer. Bauer told The
Heights that he felt Milenky "had
met all the criteria for tenure" and
that avenues of protest over the
decision were being explored by
himself and other students in the
department.
HOW MUCH IS ENOUGH?
According to Milenky and his
supporters he has fulfilled the three
main requirements for tenure:
academic achievement (i.e.
publications), teaching ability, and
university service. On the surface
they have a very good case. Unlike
the last major tenure denial to cause
dispute in the Political Science
department (the Charles Serns case
in 1973) Milenky has an excellent
publications and academic research
record, with articles appearing in
such prestigious monthlies as International Affairs and The American
Political Science Review; while his
latest book, Argentina's Foreign
Policies, has been described by
Latin American scholars as "the
tenure

definitive work in its field." He is an
acknowledged expert in the field of
Latin American foreign policy and,
among his many other positions,

Milenky is a special consultant to
the US Department of State, in the
less important area (at least to the
promotions committees of the
Political Science department and
A&S overall) of teaching ability,
Milenky has scored consistently
high in his student evaluations,
received a unanimous recommendation for tenure from the
department's student caucus and is
a sought after and accessible advisor
in both career and academic
matters. While the popularity of his
courses may be due, in part, to the
fact that Milenky is the only
professor in the department who
deals with both Latin America and
developing nations in general, most
of his students contacted by The
Heights agreed with undergrad
Mike Coughlin, "He (Milenky)
accomplishes exactly what he sets
out to accomplish...and relates well
to the students" that he deals with.
As far as university service is concerned, Milenky is the fellowship
advisor for grad students in the
department, a participant in BC's
Program for the Study of Peace and
War, and is Faculty advisor to the
International Affairs Council of
Boston College.
Clearly there are grounds for
strong discussion, if not dispute,
over the decision by both the
Political Science and A&S
Promotions Committees to recom-

mend that Edward Milenky be
denied tenure. Unfortunately, the

matter has gone beyond simply one
of a failure to recognize quality and
has instead taken on all the intrigue
of an E. Howard Hunt spy novel.
FORGED EVALUATIONS
For starters, there is the case of
the forged student evaluation forms.
According to Milenky, he "requested that these (evaluations) be
seen by the tenure committee." He
had expected from previous years'
experience that there were no
reasons to feel that the forms would
show anything other than positive
responses. He picked up the course
critiques on Feb. 7 and brought
them up to his office. There
Milenky says he "found what 1
believe to be falsification" of eleven
forms from his Political Development and Modernization course and
on eight forms from his Fundamental Concepts of Political Science
class.
Milenky showed The Heights
these documents. While we are not
experts in the field of handwriting
analysis, all of the forms in question
do bear a remarkable simularity.
All are marked "strongly disagree'
to all questions on the front page
and have "professor not
recommended" on back. There are
no comments written in the space
provided. The grids where the
course number is to be filled in are
improperly done on all the forms;
the page was not turned sideways
for this process as instructed. All the
handwriting is similar, expeciallyin

the forming of the letters "y," "k,"
and"c," which are all identical.

process.
While nobodyknows, or probably
Both Department Chairman ever will know, just who tampered
David Manwaring and A&S Dean with the evaluations, the incident
Fr. Thomas O'Malley, S.J. agreed does point up the lack of concern on
that there is something wrong with the part of the University
the Milenky evaluation forms. administration toward student input
Manwaring pointed out, however, in the tenure process. The fact that
that the evaluations(which are from nobody seems to know just how the

Sharp

Kevin

last fall) were not meant to "be used evaluations were or are supposed to
in the tenure process this year" be used shows how little they are
although the overview statistical taken into account in the tenure
sheet from the spring of '76 was decisions. Obviously this has had an
used. This contradicts Dean adverse effect on Milenky's case.
O'Malley, who told The Heights Once again, it seems not] to matter
that both the spring and fall what students want.
evaluations arrived too late to be
(continued on page 8)
used in this year's promotion
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Board Kills Proposal for StudentTrustee
Nate Holt
The continuing effort to put a student on Boston College's Board of
Trustees was dealt a quiet setback
just before the February break when
the Roard refused to vote on the
issue. Meetingin a closed session on
Feb. 18, the Board asserted that the
question had not been properly
placed on its agenda.
The 38-member Board of
Trustees has virtually unlimited
power at BC, and student
membership has become a perennial
issue in campus politics. The entire
Board meets no more than two or
three times a semester, and students
had hoped for an up or down vote at
the February meeting.
BC President J. Donald Monan
opposes student representation on
the Board of Trustees. Monan's
basic argument is that the move
would be structurally unwise. He
agrees with the present policy that
excludes
administrative
officials
and
faculty,
students,
as * well
as
from the Board. "I think
that is thebest way to retain the distinctions of a governingbodythat is
good organizational theory," he
said. However, Monan said that he
does not oppose the Board's voting
on the issue.
Students often feel that the
Board, in its concern for the destiny
of BC, neglects the more immediate
needs of those currently enrolled
here. The Board has a policy of
including two recent alumni in its
membership to help rectify this
problem. The policy has failed to
stop student protests.
The Board hears of student concerns primarily through its Student

Affairs subcommittee. It is this
body that UGBC President Ron
lacobucci contacted to ask the
Board to vote on student
membership. The Board meets
students in various instances. Board
members recently toured Newton
Campus to examine student life
there but it has no formally
organized means to sound student
opinions.
The Board is aware of the
administration's objectives and
often defers to the administration's
judgment. Still, the Board has
power to override administrative
policies and will listen to concerned
people outside the administration.
BC's new four-digit emergency
number is largely a Board response
to student
pressure. If
administrative officials are dissatisfied with the hearing they
receive from the Board, however,
they have been pronouncedly less
clamorous about it than students.
The Board of Trustees is composed primarily of business people
and Roman Catholic clergy, but
includes the excellent political
coinage of Tip O'Neill and Edward
Kennedy. UGBC President
lacobucci contacted O'Neill about
student membership on the Board
and found him "very enthusiastic"
about the idea. The extent to which
the Board has been privately lobbied
is unknown, but there has been no
concerted .student effort about the
issue this year. The upcoming
UGBG elections should intensify
the situation. Since the press is
excluded from Board meetings, it is
difficult to gauge the extent of
opposition to student membership.
After meeting President Monan

about the problem, UGBC head
lacobucci said, "He didn't think we
had the votes."
In addition to Monan's doubts
about the organizationalwisdom of
student membership, opponents cite
the difficulty of obtaining a
"representative"student and the
possibility of a student member's
conflict of interest. Most
proponents suggest

direct election

of a member. lacobucci thinks the
post should go to the UGBC Presi-

dent. This procedure, however,
would exclude students who are not
undergraduates. The conflict of
interests question elicits reminders
that some Board members are
affiliated with firms that do business
with BC. These instances have
brought no serious charges of
impropriety. Proponents feel that a
student member's "conflict of
interest" is really a necessary point
of view.
The actual influence that a stu-

dent would have on the Board of
Trustees would be slight. He or she
would have one of thirty-nine equal
votes. The issue has remained controversial for several years now,
indicating something of the symbolic importance attached to it."I
don't think boards are good places
to do things for symbolic reasons,"
explained President Monan. In this
year's UGBC election campaign, as
so often in the past, candidates will
probably disagree.

DTecisnour inalized
F
by Larry Costello
The decisions on promotion and
tenure have been madefor this year
at Boston College. Sixteen
members of the faculty have been
granted tenure with three others
receiving promotions, according to
Ed Miller of the Public Relations
Office. Ten of those receiving
tenure are from the College of Arts
and Sciences, four from the School
of Management, one from the Law
School and one from the School of
Nursing.
The ten professors from the
College of Arts and Sciences who
have been promoted to associate
Professor with tenure are the
following: Jonathan Goldthwaite
(Biology), Barry Bluestone and
Donald Richter (Economics), J.
Christopher Hepburn (Geology and
Geophysics), J. Alan Rogers and
John Rosser (History), Robert
Bond (Mathematics), Donnah
Canavan Gumpert (Psychology),
David Karp (Sociology), and

that fact too heavily. Krupat plans
to appeal the case to the university.

Frederick Lawrence (Theology).
Michael Rubin and Arnold
Weinstein from the School of
Management have also been
promoted to Associate Professor
with tenure. Louis Corsini and
Robert Hisrich have also been
granted tenure in that school.
Leonard Strickman, from the
School of Law, has been promoted
to Full Professor with tenure while
Joellen Watson from the School of
Nursing is now an Associate
Professor with tenure.

Another professor who was
denied tenure was Edward Milenky.
(see above article) A distinguished
scholar in the field of LatinAmerican Politics, Milenky'srejection has many peoplein thePolitical
Science Department upset.
Any faculty member who did not
receive tenure may appeal his case
to the President of the University.

Tenure has always been a touchy
subject at BC and this year has
proven to be no exception. Edward
Krupat, a professor in the
Psychology Department, was not
granted tenure and unless the
university reverses its decision, he
will be on his way out. "Personally,
I feel I've been robbed" said
Krupat, concerning the decision.
The junior faculty voted
unanimously to keep Krupat, but
the university evidently didn't weigh
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EVENTS
DEADLINE
THURS: 5:00 pm

EVENTS COMPILED BY
ANNE MARIE LESNIAK

7 pm. Campus Crusade Steering
Committee Meeting. McElroy 114.
8 pm. "A Midsummer Night's
Dream" Film sponsoredby English
Department and O'Connell House
at

4:30 pm. Important Hillel meeting.
McElroy 111. New members
welcome.

O'Connell.

Monday

-

10am 4pm. Silver Jewelry Sale.
McElroy Lobby.
10am - 3pm. Muscular Dystrophy
Marathon Information Table.
McElroy Lobby.
6:30 pm. SON Senate J Cushing
Faculty Lounge.
7:30 pm. The RATHSKELLAR \
presents $.25 hot dogs, a 7' TV
screen and low beer prices. What
else do you want?
8:30 pm. Paul Jones Theatre Group.
Hillside A Conference Room.

Thursday

-

Wednesday

9 am. English Department Meeting
Murray Conference Room.
9-11 am. Shakespeare & Co. The
American Dream and workshop.
10am 4pm. Silver Jewelry Sale
McElroy Lobby.
10am 2pm Sub Turri Sales of 1977
Yearbook. McElroy Lobby.
10am - 2pm. Mendel Club Fundraising for Christian Children's
Fund. McElroy Lobby.
10am - 3pm. Mass. State Life
Insurance McElroy 114.
1-3 pm. "Shakespear's Mirror"
with workshop. Shakespeare& Co.
Tuesday
2 pm. Screening of films by Lee
10am -'2pm. Sub Turri Sales of 1977 Schiel with the Fine Arts Depar
Yearbook. McElroy Lobby.
tment FacultyF.xhibition in Barry
10am - 3pm. Mass. State Life
Pavilion, Newton Campus. Films:
Insurance McElroy 114.
"In Your Name, Mother," "Her
10am 2pm. Mendel Clubs FunHouse," "Barrett Bilotta,"
draising for Christian Children's "Woman and Mirror."
Fund. McElroy Lobby.
3pm - spm. Volunteer Income Tax
3pm spm. Volunteer Income Tax. 'Assistance Program
Accounting
Assistance Program i: Accounting Academy. Higgins 610.
Academy. Higgins 610.
3:30-5:30 pm. Shakespeare & Co.
6:45 pm.Call to Prayer in the NewThe American Dream with
ton Chapel. Group prayer and workshop. Lyons 423.
meditation.
4 pm. Karate Club Meeting Campion Auditorium.
HELP WANTED
4 pm. Spanish Club Meeting
sth floor lounge.
COLORADO WYOMING McGuinn
Everyone is invited.
MONTANA Summertime 4:30 pm. Investment Club meeting
McElroy 114.
employees for dude ranches, Nat.
4:30 pm. BC Dramatics Society
Parks, and U.S. Forest Service. general meeting .'. Fulton 110A.
Workshop: "Voice & Movement."
For information and directory send
4:30 pm. World Hunger Committee
$3.00 to OutdoorServices Box 349
Resident Student
meeting
Lounge.All invited.
Cody, Whyoming 82414.
6 pm. Education skit chairmen's
TENNIS
PROS
AND
meeting- Campion 112.
ASSISTANT PROS- for seasonal, 6:30 pm. CPR Course. Mendel
Club Campion Faculty Lounge.
outdoor clubs; require goodplaying, 6:30 pm. GSA Executive Council
and teaching' background. Call McGuinn 3rd tloor lounge.
6:30 pm. Lutheran-Protestant Ser(301) 654-3770, or send complete vice, at Lutheran Church of the
resume to Col. R. Reade, W.T.S., Newtons (on Center St.). During
Lent: Pot Luck Supper, and "Bible
8401 Connecticut Avenue, Suite Sculpting" For info, call Pete Lenz
at 964-8456.
1011, Chevy Chase, MP, 20015.
1 Female-grad student preferred- 7:30 pm. Women's Basketball BC
vs. Providence. Roberts Center.
APT. IN NEWTON near public 7:30 pm. BECKS BECKS BECKS |
transportation, Available March I, We have a few more mugs to raffle
off, plus this exquisite German beer
$150. Call 244-7994 late at night. at an affordable school kid price. At
Sandra.
I the RAT. DJ Mike Curry.
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MondayL - Friday
LI

I

!12,

1 PM

Mary's
Chapel

6

.

Sunday

9am

- 6pm. Admissions
Murray Conference

College Day

Minority

Room.
7 pm. Hillel-Israeli dancing
Cushing Faculty Lounge.
7:30 pm. "Singing in the Rain"
Barry Science Pay., Newton CamSaturday
pus.
8 pm. O'Connell House presents an
8 pm. Purlie Performance. McElroy evening of cinema rock. Features
the classic films, "Hendrix" and
Student Lounge.
8 and 10pm. "Singing in the Rain" "Cream"
McGuinn Auditorium.
8 pm. "The Bewitched Farmhouse"
9 pm. O'Connell House presents an - presented by famed ghost and
evening of cinema rock. Features supernatural investigators in the
the classic films "Hendrix" and APO- Lecture Series. Lyons
"Cream"
Cafeteria. FREE.

ANNOUNCE

The Mendel Club will have a collec- of the Student Eligibility Report is
tion table in McElroy Foyer for June 1.
those who wish to contribute $.50 a In order to be considered for
month to help support a foster child Summer Work-Study, students must
through the Christian Children's sign up in the Financial Aid Office
Fund. The table will be from 10-2 March 1-11. Law School students
pm, Tv - Fri.
may obtain sign-up cards during the
The Gay Issue on The Boston same time period in Dean Kane'a
College campus: Social discussion, office. Students are reminded that
this
for information on time and off- in order to be considered for
a
1977-78
Finanprogram,
complete
campus location contact the
cial Aid Application must be on file.
Chaplain's office. Ext. 3476.
The Career Planning and Placement
Activities Funding Committee Center sponsors on campus
presents "Purlie" by Ossie Davis, recruiters March 2, Adelphi Univerdirected by Pat Walker. Resident sity Para-legal program, and March
Student Lounge, Wed. through 3, University of Pennsylvania
Sat., at 8 pm. Tickets are $1.00 and School of Public and Urban Policy,
will be sold at the BC ticket booth. and the US Navy.
No tickets at door.
Tickets will be on sale for the SOE
Want to improve the quality of Annual Dinner Dance in Campion
friendships, family, and college Foyer from 10am - 4pm. Tickets are
relationships? Sign up for the $12.50 per person. Two tickets per
Relationship Skills Group this week ID. Limited number available. One
in Campion 301 or Gasson 108. person must be in the School of
Sessions run once a week from Education. On sale Tuesday thru
March 14 to April 18. Registration Friday.
closes Friday, March 4.
On sale now at the Ticket Booth:
A general meeting for all interested Theatre
"Travesties" at the
candidates for the 1977-1978 Colonial. Feb. 18 - March 12.
Cheerleading Squad of Boston Tickets $4.50 - $9.90. - "Porgy and
Friday
College, will be held on March 10 at Bess" at the Colonial. March 14
10am - 2pm. Mendel Club Funin the Band Office in Roberts April 2. Tickets $8.00 $17.50.
draising for Christian Children's 7 pm
Center. All candidates male and "Soap" at the Proposition each
Fund. McElroy Lobby.
female, with serious intents are Thursday and Friday. - "The
urged to attend this factual and Proposition A Musical Revue"
2 pmActivities Funding Comeach Wednesday and Saturday.
important meeting.
Meeting
McElroy
mittee
114.
Boston College Department of Fine Discount tickets $2 and $4.
3-5 pm Mendel Club TGIF, in the Arts presents a Faculty Exhibition, Other: Dick Gregory, Saturday,
Feb. 10 March 4 at the Barry March 5 Boston Arena. Tickets
office.
4 pm. Karate Club
Meeting. Pavilion, Newton Campus. Gallery $3.50. - Boston Center for the Arts
Hours: Monday-Friday 11am
"Artists Ball" to be held March 12
RecPlex.
at the Cyclorama, 539 Tremont St.,
4:30-7:30 pm. HAPPY HOUR at 4pm.
THE RATHSKELLAR Low, low The RATHSKELLAR announcesa Boston. Tickets $5.00 per person.
prices, $.25 hot dogs, and the new policy of Friday afternoon Coming Soon: Celtics vs. Seattle,
Stooges on TV. Start the weekend HAPPY HOURS It's the perfect March 9.
way to unwind with a few tall cool Armenian Club - there will be a signat the RAT.
ones and start the weekend off right. up sheet for all persons interested in
7:30 pm. Annual Fulton Low prices, $.25 hot dogs and that
the Armenian Club in the Office of
Student/Alumni Prize Debate 7' TV screen. Drop by.
Student Activities in McElroy 141.
McGuinn Auditorium.
Boston College Dramatics Society Activities Funding Committee This
8 pm. Purlie Performance. McElroy general meeting is to be held Wed., semester the meetings for AFC will
Student Lounge.
March 2, in Fulton 110A. A be on Fridays at 2 pm in McElroy
8 and 10 pm. "Singing in the Rain"
workshop of "Voice and 114.
starring Gene Kelly, Donald Movement" will be offered after the
O'Connor and Debbie Reynolds. meeting. Come learn techniques for
TRAFFIC ACCIDENT 1973
McGuinn Auditorium.
body control, concentration, and
voice projection. All welcome. Old
WITNESS WANTED
potential members.
members
and
CORRECTION
Anyone who witnessed a carFinancial Aid Applicationsfor 1977la an articleentitled "Work Shrty -78 are currnetly available in the
Fundi Increase"(Feb. 14,1*77),Pat Financial Aid Office, Lyons 210 and bicycle accident on Beacon and
Hurley, directorof Work Study, was
are due back by March 1. Tax Arcadia St., Boston (near Roberts
misquoted. The quote should have
are due on April 30.
Center) on April 30, 1973 is urged
read "If we get a lot of money, we returns
Basic Opportunity Grant
can start a lot of students in May
Applications are now available in to call Mr. Taylor at 489-3617.
and June. If we get cut next year and
the Financial Aid Office. All
THE HEIGHTS
we start a lot in May and June, then
undergraduate federal aid desireth new writers and others
we'll be spending a disproportionate applicants attending at least half
interested in all facets ofnewspaper
amount on students working this
time are required to apply for this publishing. Please inquireth in
summer and come up short during
program before they will be conMcelroy 113. Talketh to Paul or
the term". The Heights apologizes
sidered for other types of federal Andrea.
for its error.
assistance. Deadline for the return
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10am 2pm. Sub Turri Sales of 1977
Yearbook. McElroy Lobby.
10am - 2pm. Mendel Club Fundraising for Christian Children's
Fund. McElroy Lobby.
1:30 pm. Assertiveness Training
Workshop Womens Resource
Center. O'Connell.
4:30 pm. Accounting Academy
General Meeting. Fulton 220.
6:45 pm. Call to prayer in the Newton Chapel. Group prayer and
meditation.
7 pm. Mendel Club
General
Meeting. Murray Conference
Room.
7 pm. Yoga classes
Campion
Faculty Lounge.
7 pm. UGBC Academic Committee
Faculty Forum- McGuinn 106 and
108.
7 pm. Mendel Club
general
meeting. Room to be announced in
Higgins showcase. Important.
7:30 pm. Did you have a nice
vacation? Good. Now you've been
studying for 4 days and it's time for
DJ Mike Curry
at the
RATHSKELLAR.
8 pm. Purlie Performance. McElroy
Student Lounge.
8 pm. "Macbeth" - Film sponsored
by English Department and
O'Connell House at O'Connell.
8 pm. John Montague Lecturer in
English reading from his poems.
McGuinn Auditorium. FREE.
8 pm. Resident Student Life sponsors Ed Sullivan Reservoir Dorm
Lounge.
8:30 pm. Paul Jones Theatre group
Hillside A Conference Room.

8-9 pm. "Agape Hour" in the West
wing of O'Connell House. Sponsored by Campus Crusade for
Christ.
9pm - lam. Booth and Whyte
appearing at O'Connell House.
Original and popular folk rock duo.
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Caucus Considers Constitutional Convention
by Peter J. Rowland
The UGBC Caucus has tentatively scheduled a constitutional convention for either March 6 or 13 to
review the UGBC constitution. A
final decision on the matter is not
expected until later this week.
The plan for the convention was
given the go-ahead at a caucus
meeting held a few days before the
wintervacation break. The proposal
is under the
of a newlycreated Convention Committee.
A proposal was made to declare a
moratorium on classes on either
March 8 or 9 and hold the convention during the school week. According to Caucus Chairman Gerald
Urbaniak though, while this idea
has not yet been formally ruled out,
it is very unlikely.
The Caucus as a whole wanted a
revised constitution to be submitted
in time to be placed on this spring's
presidential ballot. Rather than
draw one up themselves, they
decided to call a convention open to
all undergrads. Urbaniak explained
that the move is designed to "get
more students involved in
undergraduate government." He
pointed out that the "present constitution was writtenby only a handful of people."
When asked what the problems
were with the constitution,
Urbaniak said that the document
has a lot of gaps and is too general
to deal adequatelywith the situation
at Boston College. He explained

"we must define who has the power
do this and who has the power to
do that, along with what happens if
someone doesn't fulfill his responsibilities." Citing the problems of
the past year between the Caucus
and UGBC President Ron lacobucci, Urbaniak explained that "as
things get more political over a
period of time, you need to tighten
the checks and balances the present constitution just can't extend
itself to do that."
Both Caucus members Kieron
Fallon and UGBC President Ron
lacobucci have been working on
revised constitutions, and will submit them to the convention. In each
of these documents, emphasis has
been placed on defining the
relationship between the legislative
and the executive branches. In addition, each version contains a section
which establishes a judicial branck
in the government.
The convention itself, according
to committee members, will be an
all-day affair. During the morning
session, the group will be broken
into smaller discussion sectionsl
Each will concern itself with a certain aspect of the constitution. After
lunch, the groups will make
recommendations to the entire convention, and together will try to
work out a viable document. All
students to attend the convention
and participate in the law-making
process will be encouraged.
In an unrelated matter the
Caucus passed a measure designed
to

-

to "maximize the accessibility...of

Sunday Mass and other religious
services in buildings of
undergraduate residence." The bill
was written with the present Lenten
season in mind, but is expected to
remain in effect after Easter. It
provides that UGBC will be responsiblefor scheduling Sunday Mass in
residence buildings which presently
lack easily accessible services.
The Caucus also passed two
resolutions, the first of which
establishes a committee to evaluate
required class policies with an eye

for those which are outmoded and
should be eliminated. The committee will consult with concerned
students and professors and report
back to the Caucus with any
recommendations.
The second resolution came
about as a result of reports to the
Caucus that students' names and
phone numbers had been sonehow
obtained by various insurance
salesmen and advertising agencies.
It was decided to establish a committee which would investigate how
student records are safeguarded

from distribution to the public.
The Caucus also voted to demand
an audit of UGBC expenditures to
be completed before the new president takes overin April, and Caucus
member Chris Nichol asked those
members who wouldbe working for
presidential candidates to publicly
declare their intentions. Kieran
Fallon stated that he would be filling the position of campaign
manager for Ann Derry; Steve Vincent and Larry Byron are filling the
same positions for candidates Paul
Murphy and Chris Toomey.

Insurance Policy Attacked
by Sue Liquori
A BC staff member has charged
an insurance company with using
questionable tactics in order to sell
its policy to BC students.
Bruce Hettick, a university
research assistant, complained that
Fidelity Union lends money to
students so that they may purchase
their life insurance. "The company
makes more money from the
interest on the loans they give to
-students than they do on the
insurance." said Hettick, whose
annual premium for $25,000 worth
of life insurance was $300 a year.
However, in order to pay this, he
had to take a loan from the company. "I was paying $141 a year in
interest," Hettick said.
Fidelity Union Life's Assistant

Regional Director, Ellen Koplow, brochures given to prospective
denied that the company profits clients, he points out that Fidelity
from the loans. "We give loans sole- Union maintains that they
ly to help the students," she said. specialize in selling insurance to
"The interest on our notes is 8 per- college students because these
cent, whereas most banks have over students will live longer, have less
a 12 percent interest rate."
hazardous jobs and earn more
Hettick also charged that is a per- money. "They don't sell insurance
son wants to cancel his policy, he to college students for these
must pay out the last year's annual reasons," Hettick said, "but rather
premium and any interest on the because college students are the
loans immediately. "Many times most vulnerable to their selling tacthe interest on these loans is around tics."
$700," he said, "and since most of
Hettick further charged that
these people who bought insurance Fidelity Union pressures students
do not have $700, they would rather into buying $25,000 worth of life
stay with the policy than pay the insurance rather than $10,000.
money."
"Why does a student, unmarried,
Koplow maintains, however, that with no children, need $25,000
the client is told before he signs the worth of life insurance?"
contract that if he decides to cancel
Koplow believes, however, that
it he must pay the interest and the $25,000 is
not an excessive amount
first year premium immediately. of
insurance for a student to buy.
"Insurance companies do not make "A person should have insurance
money until the seventh year," she equal to two times or five times his
added; "therefore, if a person drops
annual income," Koplow said.
much,"
too
emphasizing that he the policy after the second year, we "Since the average collegegraduate
lose money."
doesn't wish to eradicate the flexreceives a starting salary between
Hettick charged that the $8,000 and $10,000, $25,000 worth
ibility now existent in terms of
rates"
he
was
told
he
"preferred
individual involvement.
of insurance is an adequate
Another difficulty evolving fromthe would receive on his insurance were, amount." Koplow added that a stuin reality, standard rates. "When a
increased student participation
dent should have enough insurance
expected as a result of this policy salesman discusses a policy with a so that if he does die, his parents will
concerns financing. Kelley person and continually uses the have money to cover his burial, any
anticipates that the new personnel word 'preferred', one is led to believe hospital bills, and debts such as
will work primarily in the areas of that the policy will be at a much school loans. "Any death will be an
production, public affairs, and reduced rate," Hettick said. emotional strain. It doesn't have to
news. This will cause a shortage of "However, I paid standard be a financial strain as well."
studios and equipment. The premium rates." In response to his
charge, Fidelity Union Life said that Hettick stated that he was misled
remedy, of course, is money.
into signing a contract. "Before
When asked for his reaction to the "the words 'preferred' and 'stanwhether or not I would
deciding
dard'
are
and
that
synonymous,"
promised action, Brickhouse
take
this policy, I was asked to
remarded, "Pacification seems to be they were therefore not mis- fill inout
a medical form and give $10
the policy of most institutions in representing their policy.
faith. Two months later,
good
in
"Fidelity Union floods campuses
America.... Is it pacification or real,
after agreeing to subscribe to the
with
insurance
Hettick
agents,"
tangible good? Only in time
you tell what people's intentions said, "It is not unusual for BC policy, I learned that 1 was comstudents to get three or four calls mitted to payments starting thedate
(continued on page 9)
-from these agents." In the that I gave the $10 to the agent.

Duffy Mediates in WZBC Suit
by Carol Bengle

Joe Hudson, spokesperson for the
Black Communications Association,
announced that the group has tentatively abandoned their resolve to
file a discrimination suit against
WZBC pending voluntary action by
radio station personnel and university officials. He informed The
Heights that he would await the
results of. negotiations between the
involved parties before making a
final decision about the lawsuit.
WZBC Executive Board members
and BCA members met Feb. 16 and
Feb. 17 with Kevin Duffy , vice
president for student affairs,
Monroe Moseley, minority
program director, Edward
Hanrahan.S.J.Deanof Studentsand
a representative of the Student
Activities office. They discussed a
number of specific cases of alleged
discrimination uncovered by Hudson; in response to these concerns,
WZBC agreed to formulate an affirmative action policy, the first draft
of which has already been
forwarded to Duffy.
Brian Kelley, General Manager of
WZBC, explained that the station
operates on an "open-doorpolicy".
Some people appear there constantly, and those are the ones who tend
to advance. "If you show the
iniative, chances are you'll moveup.
I think that's the problem why
blacks haven't moved up right now".
Kelley reasoned. He indicated
that he "honestly believes" that a
qualified black who frequented the
station and worked hard would
move into a position of authority.
In the past, WZBC did not actively
recruit people but depended upon
individual students' initiative in
becoming involved,Kelley revealed.
With the installation of the affirmative action policy, thestation will
begin to actively seek members and
to encourageblack students to applyThursday's agendaencompassed the
possible reinstatement of Arthur
Hardy as a FM DJ; this subject is
due to come before the WZBC
board. The station also agreed to
compile a list of names of minority
students who previously worked

there and to invite those interested
A third proposal concerned programming which, according to BCA member George
Brickhouse, "has been limited."
future programming may attempt
to reach all segments of the Boston
area population.
The implementation of an affirmative action policy will necessitate
redrafting the entire constitution of
WZBC. To achieve this end, the
staff plans to clarify role expectations and suggest likely means of
advancement. This information will
be included in a policy booklet
which will also contain station
to return.

regulations.

"This (affirmative action policy)

could be a very useful thing,"Kelley
admitted. However, he expressed
concern over "formalizing things

FroVD
micesTh ustbowl
Do you think that Campus Police should carry handguns?

Gregory Dillon, A&S'BO
/ am a little uncertain, but I
don't think that they would need
them. I think that generally they
would not needguns, becausethere
is neveranything serious enough to
warrant the use of guns. But
maybe the situation could arise
where they would need guns, so
they should probably have them
available, but not carry them all
the lime.

Fred Pendleton,SOM '80
/ definitelydon't think that they
should carry guns, because if a
critical situation arose, they might
be inclined to stupidly shoot
somebody. Innocent people could
get hurt, or maybe not even innocent but I can never see where
handguns could be justifiedon this
campus.

-

Ellen McCarty, SON '80
/ don't see the necessity of having to carry a gun. I don'tfeel that
there is that much violence on this
campus that the security would
have to be armed. A gun
represents violence to me. A gun
represents an unsettled campus
also, and I don't think_ that we
have either.

Mary McAuliffe, A&S '78
/ don't see the need for guns,
because of the dangers of them.
They can go off easily or be used
unwisely in times ofsmall violence
on campus. I don't think that the
risks make it worth it to have guns,
because there isn't that much
violence
on
campus.
Photos by Mary O'Keeffe
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EDITORIAL

Security: Faith, Respect, Guns
Two weeks ago, the Campus Police renewed their intermittent appeal for the faith and
respect of the universitycommunity. In an interview with the Heights, James Daly, direc-

tor, "vigorously defended his departmentagainst criticism of inadequacy"and "repeatedly complained of a lack of support and respect for the officers." Likewise, Captain
Kenneth Watson recently proclaimed in regard to the typical student's attitude toward the
department, "1 don't see where this idea of people suppressing things comes from. We
never suppress anything."
Yet solid evidence indicates that facts are, indeed, deliberatelysuppressed, or perhaps
merely distorted....
Last semester, The Heights published a series of articles concerning attacks on female
students. Five incidents were printed, four in the Nov. 8 issue and one Dec. 6. These constitute the only sex-related assaults officialy acknowledged by the Dean of Students
Office and the Campus Police.
One of the victims described her assailant as "probablyin his twenties with curly brown
hair." Another student was "knocked down for unspecified reasons" by a BC male. A
third woman attended a party with a BC student who "attempted to have intercourse with
her against her will." A fourth woman reported an assault, and, in the fifth case, a twentysix year old intruder was apprended by the Newton Police and prosecuted. Two witnesses
and the victim describedthe intruder as "a man with blond hair and blue eyes."
Two of the five offenders, therefore, were BC students while a third had curly brown
hair. In light of this fact, it seems incredulous that the Campus Police could on the one
hand defend their credibility and simultaneously declare of the convicted intruder "...of the
four major incidents last fall, he was resposible for three."
Since the description of the convicted intruder does not correlate with those given by
three of the five victims, one must assume the validity of one of two conclusions: either
more than five attacks occurred, or the Campus Police, as a self-applauding tactic,
attributed responsibility for additional assaults to the prosecuted intruder in order to
improve their record of arrests and convictions.
' about rumors on
In the Feb. 14 Heights article, it was reported that "clearly concerned
be
This
circulating
might
exaggerated."
on campus
campus, Daly suggested that stories
observation appears particularly descriptive of Rubenstein Hall. The students have
legitimate cause to question the credibility of the Campus Police; too many "discrepancies" exist for them to do otherwise.
In the same article, Daly was reported as saying that he is seeking the right for thesecurity force to carry guns. While it seems unlikely that BC will grant that right, it is still a
point of concern. Daly contends that the security force labors under a "lack of support
?and respect". Guns should not be used to gain respect. BC security has, over the past few
years, been struggling to gain a very official status, they have gone from foot patrols to
radio cars, have gained the right to carry nightsticks, and have changed their name from
"Security" to "Police". All this is commendable if it is theresult of a desire to do the most
efficient job possible. But granting security the right to carry guns is in no one's best
interests. The few armed thieves that have in the past raided this campus have no doubt
known that BC Police do not carry guns, and for that reason are probably very reluctant to
use their own. In the event of a violent criminalrampaging, the Newton Police can always
be contacted, 'shootouts are a rare occurrance here. If we keep it that way, we'llall have
more respect for security.

##News Analysis

TRIC Reports On Tuition
by Gerald T. Urbaniak

Gerald Urbaniak is the Chairman of the
UGBC Caucus and a member of its Tuition
Research and Information Committee. The
committee has studied the necessity of the
recent tuition increase at Boston College,
and its results were compiled in a report
written by Urbaniak and Charles Peterson,
a member of the Caucus. The following is
report on TRIC's findings.
Before any study begins, a team of
researchers often have at least a vague
preference, if not a definite desire, to reach a
specific conclusion concerning the area into
which they would delve. The research done
by Charles Peterson and myself carried this
basic desire throughout our period of study.
As amateur researchers, however, even we
did not like certain conclusions which we
found to be statistically true; our job was not
to bend the facts to bear a desiredresult, but
rather it was and it is to expose the facts for
what they are, not for what everyone would
like to read. This commentary then, will outline the more important parts of our findings, regardless of the opinion of those who
read and or criticized it.
To begin, Boston College faces a unique
problem: an institution which expects over
90 per cent of its income from one source
should not mine that source too deeply. Yet
Boston College has automatically relied
upon this lone income source. That source is
you the student. '
The single organization responsible for
investigating costs and recommending financial policy is the Budget Committee (Bud
Com). This committee consists of two faculty members, two students, one dean, the
| budget director, and the vice presidents of
financial affairs, student affairs, faculty, and
development. The committee is responsible
for sending its findings and recommendations to the Board of Trustees, the president of the university, andthe executive vice
president, all of whom formally and officially establish financial policy.
Among other priorities set by Dr. Francis
Campanella, executive vice president, was
the library, number one on the list. It seems

only proper that the library, the life blood of
any university, be of primary importance. A
$2.5 million improvement plan was
translated by the Bud Com to mean a $500,000 a year for five years' capitalexpenditure
increase in 1977-78 and ensuing years.
Secondly, in certainly the student's interest
as well as that of the university as a whole,
he called for a 5.5 to 6.5 per cent increase in
salaries for all university personnel, adding
an additional $1.5 million on to the line of
capital expenditures. Costs did not cease to
skyrocket here however; our tuition has in
the past bailed out university auxilary services. Included in these are the familiar and
often criticized food service, housing office,
Infirmary, bookstore, and last but hardly
least, the athletic department. Adjustments
in these areas have been criticized, and the
numbing hours spent trying to reduce costs
by the Bud Com have been met by split
second, often hot-headed remarks by uninformed students and administrators. But
wherein does the fault lie for the lack of
adequate information? It is not the job of a
researcher to decide. Hopefully, actions
taken to remedy these spiraling costs (e.g.,
alteration of the meal plan systems, elimination of the Cleveland Circle Apartment
leases, etc.) will efficate a break-even budget
next year, and place less of a strain on our
tuition dollars. The bookstore then, the only
profit maker, in our opinion should equally
coincide with this break-even logic and
should cut costs by lowering book prices. A
$255,000 profit seems at least exploitive!
Perhaps, however, this profit is desirable,
especially to help cover up the $1.2 million
deficit created by the Athletic Department.
To all you athletes and students
interested, no, the football and hockey
teams do not pay for the entire sports
program; in fact, they fall far short - tuitionpaying students pay for a great bulk of it. So
get involved if you get the chance; our teams
could certainly use you, and besides, to put it
simply, you are paying through the nose for
it.

(continued on page 10)
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LETTERS
To the Editor,
In the Feb. 14 edition of The Heights,
there appeared in the letters to the Editor
section, a rather misguided attempt by three
Boston College undergraduates to condemn
Collage the new minority newspaper. We
would like to clarify the matter concerning
the purpose of Collage and create a better
perspective. The primary objective of
Collage is to give the minority student body
at Boston College a chance to voice their
opinions and display their talents via a
medium other thanThe Heightsl The Heights
is a fine and reputable publication, but is
simply not equipped to deal with all of the
of the minority student body. Collage
was created to continue where The Heights
left off. Collage is a big step towardunifying
the minority student at Boston College and
creating a sense of understanding between
all students. It is not our intention to
promote racial isolation or act as a medium
for minority students to lash out at the
university. To the contrary, it is our intention to give exposure to the minority student
body and add to the awareness of all
students at Boston College. Social change is
brought about by awareness of the situation
first, and then action. Collage is a positive
step toward bringing about an awareness of
Boston College students and can only be
helpful to the university and students.
The Collage staff is always open to
criticism. We openly invite anyone who has
any inhibitions about Collage to come over
and talk with the staff. We are located on
the first floor of Gasson Hall, room 104.
Doxie McCoy '77- Editor
Daryl A. Logan '80- Co-Editor
To the Editor,
In the February 14th edition of the
Heights, a story by Carol Bengle appeared
about racial discrimination at WZBC. As
Program Director of WZBC I feel it is my
obligation to respond to that articleand the
charges made against the radio station. 1
feel my words will speak sufficiently for the
staff and management of WZBC, but I have
encouraged other station members to respond if they so desire.
My response is not so much directed
toward Joe Hudson or other students
involved in this issue, but more directly to
the Heights' handling of the controversy as
"responsible journalists." This article is
unfair in its presentation of the true situation. I was interviewedby Ms. Bengle on the
phone, and asked to answer some of the
charges made by JoeHudson. The most outstanding charge was not even mentioned as I
was interviewed. WZBC does not
"deliberately preclude blacks from assuming positions of authority at the station,"
and 1 am curious why I was not asked to
answer that question.
The other charges are specific cases where
WZBC feels it can easily stand up to them.
The case of Ace Hardy is a matter of rules
and regulations. The issue of the concert
report-was NOT a matter of my being
evasive. I have since cleared up this matter

with Joe Hudson who first told the Heights 1
was being evasive, when in fact 1 had
everything worked out in reference to the
concert report and was waiting for him to
contact me to schedule it. The Heights did
not report or either Joe Hudson did not tell
them that HE was out ot town for a week
and could not get in touch with me. Now I
ask, who is being evasive?
Since February 14th, two meetings have
been held in Kevin Duffy's office with
representatives from WZBC and members
of the Black Student Caucus. WZBC is in
the process of preparing an Affirmative
Action Program to be presented to Mr. Duffy. Present at those meetings was Father
Hanrahan, Dean of Students. We discussed
his position on this matter and the statement
that Brian Kelley was "reprimanded" by
him. Father Hanrahan denied that statement, as did Brian Kelley. He said he had
not even been contacted by the Heights and
could not understand where a statement like
that could come form, but it certainly was
not true.

In reference to the music played on
WZBC and our definition of format, WZBC
is not considered a "progressive formatted
station" as one might consider WBCN for
example. We have an open format where the
disc jockey, who has a good background in
music, plays mostly what he or she wants.
There is no discrimination at WZBC, looking downupon black music. We encourage a
wide variety of music, as our playlist and
library will show.
The Heights' handling of this issue was
irresponsible, incomplete, and potentially
inflamatory. As a medium that communicates to the entire student body, the
Heights should recognize its responsibility
to report accurately and fairly both sides of
any given controversy. Maybe The Heights
should look into its backyard before
promoting itself as the only journalistic
training ground at Boston College.
Sincerely,
Laurie Toth
Program Director
Ms. Bengle Replies:
Brian Kelley, General Manager, refused to
comment on the discrimination charges,
declaring it inappropiriatefor WZBC to respond to them in case the station was eventually summoned to court. I called Ms.
Toth primarily to discuss issues involving
programming. The article read, "...Kelley
was subsequentlyreprimandedby Edward
Hanrahan... HUDSON SAW In regard
to "black music" and special programs,
again Hudson's allegations were printed- I
did not pass judgment on those charges nor
did I print them as j'acts: The words "according to Hudson" were added to clarify that
these were not established facts but
allegations. Every effort was made to present both sides of the issue and so a description of the minority programs designed by
minority students was included in the story,
the information given by both WZBC and
Hudson was accurately presented.

...
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NEWSBRIEFS
Eleven Students Enter
UGBC Election Race

The Freshman, Transfer, and Registered Nurse Assistance Programs
are now accepting applications for the 1977-78 academicyear. Interested
undergraduates should apply through the Counseling Office of their
respective schools: A&SGasson 108; SOMFulton 205; SONCushing 102;
SOECampion 301. All applicants will be interviewed by the student
administratorsof the Programs, and selections will be made by the student steering committees.
Assistants are required to attend a half-day meeting in April and a
three-day workshop in the fall (September 2-4). The Orientation
Program is scheduled for September 4-11.
The roles of each Assistant include: Academic Advisor to provide new
students with information and assistance in program planning;
Acclimatizerto orient new students to the campus and greater community; Facultator ofSocializationto introduce new students to the social life
of the university community; Problem Solver to assist new students in
dealing with specific individual issues and concerns; and Role Modelto
serve as an exampleof a mature and responsible member of the university community.
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A professional hypnotist is currently using Boston College students as
subjects for an experiment that will determine how susceptible students
are to hypnosis.
The administrator for the program is Ray Smith, a licensed psychiatrist, hypotist, and doctural student at BC. According to Smith, the
purpose of the experiment is "to further the advancement of science."
The results of the experiment, however, will be used in his thesis on
counseling psychology. Students will twice attend a two hour session
where they will be subjected to various mental ability and hypnosis
susceptibility tests..
During the first session on February 9, students participated in various
exercises which included writing the word "drowsy" continuously for fifteen minutes in order to see how many people fell asleep. There werealso
imagination tests where students were told that "your arm is getting
heavier and heavier..." or "you will cough involuntarily the next time I
tap the microphone." Actual hypnosis of students, however, will not
occur until the next session.
Smith noted that students "will not be forced to do anything against
their will." Also, for participating in the program, each student will
receive ten dollars.
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How many late nights in the past
2 1/2 years do you remember
stumbling down to the sub truck and
hazily seeing that faithful, friendly
face through your drunken stupor?
And how many times do you recall
that you didn't have your wallet,
come time to pay? Didn't he smile
understandingly, and say, "Don't
worry about it. Pay me later."Even
the times you had your wallet, but
not quite enough money, he always
said, "Forgetit."
As it has been pointed out,
Frankie Bijan's prices are high and,
therefore, the Roncalli sub shop
project is good. Because of this project, 40-year-old Frankie plans to
lower his prices and add salads to
the menu. This, also, is good.
As Frankie says, "Believeme, my
prices are lower than any place. 1
give best and top quality, only."
Some students say that since MDQ
has opened up in Roncalli,
Frankie's subs have been stuffed
with meat. Then again, MDQ's subs
are filled with meat also. Both
Frankie and MDQ buy their food

Study in
Guadalajara, Mexico

20TH CENTURY-FOX PRESENTS

A

RALPH BAKSHI FILM

WIZARDS

The
GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL, a fully accredited UNIVERprogram,
SITY OF ARIZONA
will offer
July 1-August 12, anthropology, art,
economics, bilingual education, folklore, history, political science, Spanish
language and literature. Tuition and
fees, $220; board and room with
Mexican family, $280. Write to
GUADALAJARA SUMMER SCHOOL,
1530 Gamma Apartments, University of
Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 85721.
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from wholesalers.
It is also true that MDQ has
installedsix booths and a pool table
as a result of their profits; Frankie
has six kids still sraa.., 5, 7,8,9, 11,
and 13, which he supports with his
profits. Frankie claims that the
Roncalli project is, "cutting my kids
living and throat." Many students
will laugh at this, saying Frankie
has 12 trucks, a grocery, or a
restaurant. Untrue. At one point,
Frankie owned a small restaurant
called, "McDonalds" but business
was so poor, he was forced to close.
During the summer, Frankie sells
ice cream from his truck. Frankie
says he makes his living solely by his
"munchie truck." Which accounts
for the reason he plany to stay on at
BC and lower his prices. Due to
MDQ, Frankie approximates that
he will lose a total gross of $100 a
single night before spring, when,
hopefully, business will pick up.
"Cigarettes," as Frankie puts it,
"are student convenience." He only
makes $25 per week on their sales.
Frankie used to do good business.
He has always worked hard, he has
always been there: rain, sleet or
snow, in his not-so-comfortable little "shop." And you better believe
it's cold.
Of course MDQ is good. They do
good business, they're getting
management experience, and they
work hard in their little "shop."
They're happy, students are happy,
authorities are happy.
Sure. It's easy to stand by
students and friends. But consider:
Frankie Bijan, no college education,
no possibility of another job, six
kids.
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by Kimberley Depra
The permanent repairs on the Reservoir dormitories will not be done
until after the end ofclasses in May, according to Alfred Pennino, Director of Buildings and Grounds. BC has temporarilyrepaired the Reservoir
dorms, and Pennino is assured that "we are quite safe the way we are
now."
Repairs will take two to three days. Carrying them out after school
closes will avoid the problem of evacuatingresidents from thedorm. Pennino stated that he does not "want to inconvenience the students,
especially because they have been inconvenienced so much already." He
added that it is "easier to work in the warmer weather."
A faulty fuse box in the transformer caused last month's blackout,
despite the installation of new fuse boxes during the Christmas vacation.
The burnout was not caused by an overload circuit or, Mr. Pennino
stated, "by anything in the building".
The repair job includes disconnecting the transformerand taking it to
the repair shop. Though Pennino was considering having the transformer
fixed at the Reservoirs, he said that a better job would be done if the
transformer were sent back to Westinghouse for repairs.
Because the transformer was defective, Pennino does not "anticipate
any cost to the school for repairs". He feels its manufacturer,
Westinghouse, should fix it with no charge to BC. In the meantime, Pennino sees no problems with the temporary repairs.
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by Tom Devaney
Eleven students have submitted petitions to the UGBC Elections Committee, declaring their candidacy for the upcoming UGBC Presidential
elections. The following students have filed their nominations papers:
Dan Carracine, A&S'79; Ann Derry, A&S'7B; Frank Hubbard,
A&S'7B; Gary Kayakachoian, SOM'79; Stephen Maclellan, A&S'7B;
Paul Murphy, A&S'7B; Kathy Norris, SOE'7B; Drew Pfirrman,
A&S'7B; Arnie Suri, A&S'7B; Simon Thomas, A&S'7B; and Chris
Toomey, SOM'7B.
Ted Grourke, a member of the Elections Committee, said that two
open forums have been scheduled where the students will get a chance to
meet and talk with thecandidates. The first forum will be held at Newton
Campus (room to be announced), on March 6 at 8:00. The second forum
will be held at O'Connell house on March 9, at Bp.m. According to
Grourke, more open forums will be scheduled in the near future.
The primary elections will take place March 16 and 17, the final elections on March 23 and 24.
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ROCK HISTORY 101: GREAT PRODUCERS

?Somebody Told Me
by James F. Cassidy
In the annals of rock and roll, the mid-70s will probably be remembered as the era
of The Great Drought, when popular music,
splintered into subgenres, did little but feed
off the last remains of the various rich fruits
of the mid-60s rock renaissance. For those
who favor a cyclical interpretation of rock
history, these times are not unlike the late
50's and early 60's, with the boring, maudlin
monotony of that era's"doo-wop" sound
comparable to the vapid disco and mindless
funk of today.

BLLINYDE TH IGHT
by

John Mitchell

A rather strange press release was
received at the Heights office a while back.
It announced the presentation of something
called Lovelight which was billed as the
world's first laser musical. This conjured up
images of my only previous exposure to
lasers, a Zepplin concert, about a year ago.
With these favorable images in my mind, I
rushed out of the office and down to the
Charles Hayden Planetarium.
A laser musical, it turns out, is a fantastic
light show, but with a twist. The 'show' is
built around recognizable images, rather
than the abstractions presented in earlier
laser shows. These images are formed by diffracting the laser beams into their component colors and then deflecting them onto
the planetarium dome by the
mirrors.
The images are formed by moving these
mirrors very rapidly so that the beams form
lines instead of points. Some of you may
have seen the light shows of the sixties. In
comparison with Lovelight , those were very
crude affairs, usually done with some
overhead projectors on screens above and
behind the band.
Lovelight is divided into three
acts:Earthlight, Spacelight, and Lovelight.
There is supposedly some continuity
between the three, but it is impossible to discern the connection. The plot had to be
carried by the lyrics of the soundtrack which
were hard to make out and overshadowed by
the action above. The task was made even
more difficult by the acoustics of the
Planetarium, which is obviously not
designed for music. Because of this, the performance came across more as three short

musicals than as one coherent whole. This is

secondary, though, as the images produced
by the dancing laser on the dome form the
high point of the show. The music serves
more as a background for the action above
than as music to listen to seriously. The
lasers are what capture and hold the
audience's attention.
There are a couple of other things which
are bothersome about Lovelight Trying to
hold your head back for the full fortyminute presentation will put a truly horrendous crimp in your neck. Another drawback
is the musical score. Even if it functions solely as background, it aspires to be more. It
tries to be listenable rock, but somewhere
along the line it was watered down. The
score winds up bearing the same relation to
rock as that of "Jesus Christ Superstar." It
fits in the background alright, but it is not
powerful enough to do its job of carrying the
plot.
But don't let these negative aspects dissuade you. If Lovelight had been possible in
1968, every hippie in the country would have
taken his or her favorite controlled substance and gone down to the Planetarium to
see it. Most would have given his or her
blacklight for the privilegecrimp in the neck

.

or not.

Lovelight will continue at the Charles
Hayden Planetarium at least through the
end of August. It will be shown on Tuesday
through Sunday nights. Tickets are a mere
three bucks:a lot cheaper than a blacklight.
For exact performance times and more
information, call the Museum of Science at
723-2500.

That is not to say that good music wasn't
being produced in the lateso'?; it would be a
great disservice to people like, The Everly
Brothers, Sam Cooke and others to dismiss
those years with a careless sweep of the
hand. In fact, those of us who consider
ourselves a part of the Rock And Roll Cause
should be even more respectful of those who
carried the flickering torch of rock into the
60's without falling prey to the drip-drop of
the doo-wop doldrums.
One of those rock standard-bearers of
whom I speak has recently re-surfaced with
a collection of irresistable oldies unavailable
in this country for the Dast 10 years. I'm
referring to the great Phil Spector, rock
music's first independant-celebrityproducer-impresario-songwritermillionaire,who created timeless classics for
such people as The Ronettes, The Crystals,

That His Name Was Phil?

Bart Vereste, legal advisor to the Francini
family since he marriedinto it twenty years
ago, makes a series of anonymous phone
calls to Louis Lindell in Washington, known
for his work on a Senate committee that
investigated organized crime on the national
level. Vereste's price: new identities for
himself, his wife and his two children, total
government protection,and $20 million in
cash.

Lindell's first move is to contact U.S.
Marshal Gabe Konecki, Controller of the
Federal Witness Security Program; and
after a short period of individual incooperation, the Sweetheart Deal is put into action:
Vereste and his family will be picked up at
an appointed timeand place and rushed to a
government "safe house," where Vereste
will deliver his information.
But from the very first-the renezvous at%
Disneyland-like amusement park-there are
unexpected developments. There has been a
government leak; a hidden sniper kills two
security guards and a child enjoying the
Safari ride who happened to get in the way.
Here is one of our first looks at the
Organization's ruthlessness as it begins
actions to retrieve its defector; it seems no
one is safe from the Family's investigative
tactics: Lindell's girlfriend, the Vereste's
friends and relatives, even Lindell himself,

assorted percussion, Spector produced a
sound so big, so monumental, they just had
ft be hits. Every song sounded like a three
minute version of The Ten Commandments.

The hits span about 10 years, going from
Phil's Bears record,"To Know Him Is To

Love Him" by the Teddy Bears (1958) to
1969's "Black Pearl" byJSonny Charles and
the Checkmates. In between are four sides
of incredibly powerful music, including "Be
My Baby" (The Ronettes,l963), "Spanish
Harlem" (Ben E. King, 1961), "You've
Lost That Lovin'Feellin" and "Unchained
Melody" (The Righteous Brothers, 1965),
"Uptown," "He's a Rebel," and "Da Dooo
Run Run" (The Crystals, 196V63), to
name some of the biggies.
As mentioned above, these songs, originally released on Spector's own Philles label,
were out of circulation in America since the
late 60's when Spector was one of the giants
in the music business, a temperamental
teenage millionaire who had his first
Number One record at the age of 17, a
neurotic ex-wimp who adorned himself in
loud mod clothing and presided over his
musicians, singers and business like a combination of Berry Gordy, Sam Goldwyn and
the tantrum-throwing brat down the street.
Despite his idiosyncrasies, Spector really
knew how to turn out hit songs. The key to
his success was his awesome, magnificent
production, which has since become known
as the "Wall of Sound." By creating layers

Spector then wrapped this Wagnerian
>a"ckground around a simple melody, added
i teen romance lyric, had somone sing it,
md presto! Of his first 30 Philles singles, 27
ffade the Top 100 and 30% of these made
he Top 10.
rronically, the singers had little to do with
:. Often Spector wouldn't decide who was
d sing the song until the sessions were virually over. Oddly enough, he managed to
ring out the best in his performers, as
videnced by their rapid lapses into oblivion
fter parting company with Phil.

.

Phil Spector's Greatest Hitstraces the evolution of his style, from the raw and playful
style of Curtis Lee's "Under The Moon Of
Love" to the intense exuberanceof "Da Doo
Run Run." The delicate dreaminess of'To
Know Him Is To Love Him" and " I Love
Him" and"I love How You Love Me"
grew into the more complex (both musically
and emotionally) "You've Lost That Lovin'
Feelin" and "Just Once In My Lfe."

,

The culmination of it all for Spector was
"River Deep-Mountain High," which he
recorded with Ike and Tina Turner in 1966.
An emotionally draining song in the vein
of "Lovin' Feelin," Phil considered it his
crowning achievement. When the record
flopped, Spector retreated, disillusioned, to
his Hollywood mansion, emerging only
occasionally to record since then, most
notably with George Harrison (All Things
Must Pass) and John Lennon
(Imagine.)

Since Spector's peak, the celebrity
producer has become a fixture in rock, and
independentlabels abound. Yet, if it hadn't
been for Phil Spector, the course of rock
history might have been dramatically
different. More than anything, though, he
created some great music, the best of which
appears on Phil Spector's Greatest Hits.

KICKBACKS
"No! No! Please, no, it can't be true!" A semi-regular (i.e. consistent) feature column
appearing in the Heights Revue covering the errata of the BC cultural scene? Promo
Blurbs, Juicy Tidbits and Payola Phrases? Have the inmates finally sold out the asylum?
Ah, what the hell-"That's Earl, Brother!"
Yes Virginia, it is true. The no-longer-profound elitists of McElroy 113 have finally
realized that there is occasionallysomething more creative than "drain the keg contests"
going on at Boston College and that many university cultural endeavors are often lacking
the print recognition they deserve. Therefore, as a service to the students, university and
the whole damn world (Tor all we care), and to keep from getting scalped by iratecreative
forces and individuals,The Heights Revue. is inaugurating "Kickbacks." Any individual or
organization who is involved with projects of an artistic, musical or cultural nature drop
us a line. We'll try to cover as much as possible. Give the features editor a couple ofbucks
and you'll be extra sure to get thaf'prestigious" Heights Revue coverage.
...There have been some strange goings-on in the Resident Student Lounge in McElroy
during vacation week. Seems a group of about twenty undergrads have been rehearsing a
non-musical version of the Broadway hit "Purlie." The play basically concerns the story of
a black man, Purlie, who goes back to his home in Georgia to "swindle" the chief landowner in the area out of $500, so that his community can buy their church building
(nicknamed "Big Bethel"). According to the productions director, Pat Walker, the play is
the first black show to run on campus and it is entirely student-produced. "Purlie" will be
playing at the Resident Student Lounge, starting this Wednesday and running through
Saturday. Curtain rises at 8 pm each night and tickets can be purchased at the BC Ticket
Booth (in advance) for the bargain price of $I.Looks like this production could do real
justice to the Ossie Davis script.
..."Only you know and I know" that Dave Mason is coming to Roberts Center on
Saturday, March 19. Tickets will be $4 at McElroy booth. Word is that rockin' Davie is
planning a change-of-pace acoustic set.
...Unfortunately for those aware of "Winter in America"and other such things, the
planned appearance of Gil-Scott Heron and his Midnight Band at the Rat has been
canceled. Circumstances beyond the control of BC Social Committee. "We beg your par-

The ex-wimp with the Ronettes in 1962.

REVUHSIGPCTALSERIAL:

KNITRFRE-BC'DSOUAL OOTS
byTony Fote
Her name was Mimi. Her dorm room in
Williams was not much different from all
the rest, except for the puce and applegreen
plaid curtains. She was late for her lunch
date with a friend from her home town, so
she quickly pulled the needleof her compact
Panasonic stereo off of her new "Silk
Degrees" album, totally disregarding the
wretched three-to-four-second scratching
noise erupting from the two four-ounce
magnetted speakers. As she bolted for the
door, many very irritating thoughts ran
through her weighted-down head. What will
he be like after three weeks in Boston? Does
he still have chronic dandruff problems?
Will he still smell like an aromatic mixture

of strawberry incense and Sure deodorant
that used to make him smell so darn macho?
Did he ever buy that new car & is he still as
good looking? Did he take my advice and get
his hair styled? With these thoughts in mind
as she ran from her dorm, her eyes suddenly
focused for a split second on a devilishly
shaped cloud, a dreadful omen of the mental
injury she was about to sustain. The next
thing she knew she was on her back, yet
another victim of that large mass of ice that
runs along Beacon Street on what used to be
a sidewalk, or at least a reasonable facsimile.
All at once a vivid picture of the
cockroach on it's back, legs squirming franticially, flashed before her. It was the same

AN OFFER YA CAN'T REFUSE
THE SWEETHEART DEAL by Robert
Rosenblum
292pp. Ballanline 51.95
by Evan S. Marshall
The advisor to the head of the biggest
Mafia family in America Offers to provide
the government with all they need to wipe
out organized crime in the country-"enough
to put half of the biggest men away for as
long as twenty years' inTheSweetheartDeal,
a novel of suspense by Robert Rosenblum,
author of The Good Thief.

of, sound using as many as four pianos, a
squadron of droning horns, strings, and

The Righteous Brothers, and DarleneLove.
The album is called Phil Spector's Greatest
HlTS(Warner/Spector Records).
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who escapes pursuers only after commandeering a filled city bus and finally
slamming it repeatedly into the car of the
two Mafia strongmen.
The emphasis is on excitement in this
novel, which cannot help but smack at least
faintly ofThe Godfather, as Rosenblum uses
a detailed knowledge of the workings of
both the law and the Family to give us a
narrative that alternates between both.
There is no lack of violence, for those who
crave a view of the Organization's more
notorious methods; they are presented with
a frightening, seat-squirming realism. Nor
does Rosenblum stint on the climax:
machinations on both sides of the law have
reached warlike proportions, and nothing
less than a full-scale military battle between
the residents of the government stronghold
and the Mafia soldiers ordered to storm it
can bring the suspense built up throughout
the novel to a fitting close. There is even a

surprising twist ending.
Not that the The Sweetheart Deal is
nothing but a vehicle for bloody violence.
On the contrary, the novel's characters,and
there are quitea few, aredevelopedas well as
in any novel,so that thereader finds himself
either praying that they make it or praying
that they don't, as the case may be.
And there is definitely a massage here:
that it is more than possible for the government to adopt the ways of the very element
it is tyring to fight ways not only of acting,
but of thinking as well. To know what is
meant by the lattertocondemn the workings
of an overzealous lawenforcer's mind but at
the same time sympathize-one must simply
readThe SweetheartDeal. There's more here
than just good escape reading.
The SweetheartDeal is now being filmed for
the screen.

oach she had inquisitively poured half a

ottleof her mother'snail polish remover on
/hen she was six years old. As fast as this
mage was drawn in her mind, it was
eplaced by a vivid rendering of a longlecked snapping turtle upside-down in the
ar left lane of an interstate highway. She
/iped the wet dirt and grime from her tweed
ivercoat and cursed the stain on her new
)ean's Fair Isles sweater.
Mimi boarded the trolley and put in six
ents,"just to make some noise," and was on
ier way to Buzz's Comm. Aye. apartment.
,s she approached the door she veryadroitly
idestepped a tremendously large Doberman
ir Great Dane spread which had become
lermanently frozen into the bank of the
idewalk. Just as went to knock on the door
t opened, and she found herself rather
mbarassingly knocking on the nose of
luzz's roommate, Smokey. She shyly
ecoiled and Smokey sidestepped her. His
yes met hers and he asked, 'Who you
/ant?" to which Mimi replied, "Sorry if I
lurt your nose," to which Smokey just
niffled and left.
Buzz was in the next room and came to
reet her. They took a seat in the front
oom, and the first thing Mimi noticed was
he militant poster on the door demanding
edification of the recent discrimination
gainst the blind with regard to employnent. Buzz's looks had changed after only
hree weeks. His hair was greasy and Mimi
sked"Did you just come in from outside?",
put the particles in his hair definitely were
lot snow.
Buzz offered Mimi a beer but she declined
lecause she was on a diet. She did mention
hat she'd like a Tab, and at this a sinister
;rin came over Buzz's face, and he went into
he kitchen. When he brought her the
leverage she noticed an added effervescence,
jivinglittlethought to the amount of time it
ook for Buzz to bring the drink, she gulped
t down. She knew it tasted too good to be
Tab, so she subtracted one hundred twenty
ive calories from her dinner allocation and
.arried on her superficial exchange of
etorts. This lasted for about two and a half
lours, most of the timetaken up by critical

listening and looking for meaning in the
lyrics of tunes by Kiss, and Duke and the
Driver's. Mimi finally had to admit to Buzz
that the only thing she knew about Rock
trivia was that lan Mitchell quit the Bay
City Rollers because he wanted to keep his
sanity. She thanked him for inviting her
over, and said how she hoped they could do
it again some time, but right now she had to
get to BC so she could beat the lines for the
special dinner at the cafeteria. As she
stepped onto the trolley this time, she felt as
though someone were tickling her tummy
with a largeplume. After the trolley stopped
at BC station, the driver had to tell her
that this was the end of the line. She then
dropped sixty-three cents into the money
box and walked toward the Reservoir
apartments.

Mimi awoke the next morning in her
dorm room, and when she went out into the
hall to wash up she was harrassed by a group
of catty coeds who obviously envied the
show she had put on at Molly's the night
before. They spoke of how she was such a
good dancer, and wanted to know if she
would be dating that muscular guy on the
wrestling team, with whom she had been
dancing on the bumperpool table, anymore.
Mimi went in to wash her face with her
new sample of Physoderm skin cleanser that
had come in the mail the day before. When
she was done she splashed her face with cold
water and tried to piece together the night.
When she realized that this was a futile
effort, she decided to change her personality
in order to save face.
End of part I
The length of Mimi's life depends on you.
Do you want to be responsible for her
untimely death? This will be an eight part
novelette if it will insure a response like
"Roots". We could even throw insomecommercial sex'n violence if you want. Just
make your response known to either me or
slip something under my door. If you
smiled, please use a piece of gum to press
against your teeth, then hand it in to the
Heights. If this gets printed, you'll know we
need some type of participation.

...Hey ya bums, get a littleclass. We gotta some Shakespearecoming to the Heights this
Wednesday, Shakespeare* Co., a Boston-basededucational theater group, will conduct a
Day in Residence at Boston College from 9:00 am to 5:30 pm. There will be dramatic
workshops and performances of Edward Albee's play The American Dream and
Shakespeare's Mirror, a selection of scenes and speeches from Shakespeare's best known
plays. The program is sponsored by the English Dept. and will take place in Lyons 423.
...Lee 'Skip' Scheil, professor of film-making in the Fine Arts Dept. (see Heights Revue
1-24-77), will be screening a number of his movies on March 2 at 2 pm at the Barry Fine
Arts Gallery on Newton Campus. Skip has recently been working on films showing people
in the act of working. Both his teaching and his own creativework have made him important resource at BC. Skip class or miss "One Life to Live" and view the work of one of
Boston's leading independent(albeit underrated) film-makers.
...Heights Revue drama critic mark Bly filed this report on a new BC dramatic society
presentation...
"The Boston CollegeDramatics Society, after presenting successful interpretations of
Scapino and The Effect of Gamma Rays On Man In the Moon Marigolds during the first
semester, are staging Robinson Jeffer's adaptation of the Euripidean classix Medea on
March 9th, 10th, llth,and 12th. Medea of course, is the tragic tale of a barbarian princess
who killed her own father and brother to help her Argonaut-hero lover Jason in his quest
for the Golden Fleece, and how, after Jason deserted her, she murdered, for revenge, her
children. It is a highly dramatic legend, and as such Medea's tragedy has been the subject
of three separate works: Euripides Medea, Jeffer's Medea, and Cherubini's opera Medea.
Dr.J. Paul Marcoux, the director, has chosen Kate Maguire to play Medea and Gregory
Wolfe to play her unfaithful husband Jason. In addition, Mara Williams, Michael Norton,
and Anthony Compagnone have been selected for the roles of the Nurse, Creon, and
Aegeus respectively.
The play will be performed at 8;00 p.m. in Campion Auditorium on March 9th, 10th.
11th, and 12th. Besides these performances a special midnight presentation of Medea will
be given on March 10th. For information or reservations please call 969-0100, extension
4290."
...Music devotees despair no more! There is an eveningapproaching which promises to
expand your horizons beyond the back-room jams and stereo form-concerts which B.C.'s
lack of musical academia has reduced you to. The "Music Business Seminar" to be held in
O'Connell House next Tuesday evening, March 8, is custom-designed to quench that
musical thirst not allayed by our slim curriculum.
Co-sponsored by O'Connell House and the Cultural Committee, the two-hourseminar
beginning at 8:30 will examine the music business from two perspectives. Speaking from
the manager's point of view, Geoff Parker, coordinatorand producer for Norhtern Recording Studio, will focus on such topics as contracting, copyrights and royalties. Presently
teaching Music Business at the School ofContemporary Music, Parker will provide a look
inside the tradeof talent marketing and managing, gainedfrom his experiences as a Globe
and Boston After Dark critic and roadman with Bonnie Raitt.
Addressing the aspiring artist himself will be John Payne a well known Boston-based
performer and recorder. From the musician's perspective Payne will offer insight stemming from his adventures on the road as well as behind the scenes in recording two LP's of
his own, and accompanying Van Morrison, Bonnie Raitt and David Bromberg, and
others.
If you've ever found yourself wondering what goes on in the alcoves of a recording session, or how an ambitious maestro can "make it" musically, this seminar should provide
some answers.
...Well that's it for this week. Keep those cards and letters coming in. And the payola
too. Better us than Rory O'Connor...
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Andreal Lichota

Mass PIRG is currently conducting a survey on student interest in
having organic and vegetarian foods
made available in BC dining halls
and campus vending machines.
According to Health Research
Director and staff member Susan
Mcintosh, the results of the survey
will be included in a proposal that
will go before the Food Committee
on March 7. After the type of
products desired in the vending
machines has been determined, a
proposal is made to the vending
machine company. Mystic
AutomaticSales Company.
The survey asks students if they
would prefer the dining service to
offer a vegetarian plate and)or food
line, honey as a sugar substitute,
brown rice, and granola. Vending
machine options included sunflower
seeds, apple juice, peanut butter and

honey bars, dried fruits, granola
cookies, and unsalted nuts.
BCDining Service Director John
Callahan stated that additions of
any of the above products to the
menu would depend on student
interest. "As demand increases, we
change the menus anyway," he
explained. Presently, Callahan
added.BCDS offers bran muffins,
granola and a "good selection" of
vegetables at "self-service"

due by June and contracts drawn
out in August. Mcintosh hopes to
obtain a trial session beginning in
September, replacing some soda
machines with fruit juices since they
are "price competitive."
At a meeting with George
Campbell, sales representative from
Mystic Automatic Sales Company,

PFoIRNGaodtuSCrunnrlvecyS
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Susan Mcintosh stated that a
suggestion that the university subsidize some of these products was
brought up.
Director of Plant Services Joseph
McSweeney stated, "We're open to
suggestions(to include the new
products). We tunnel all student
requests through the Food Com-

Insuace uestioned
FirmQ

counters.

The major problem with filling
vending machines with health foods,
according to Mcintosh, is pricing.
"If you fill the vending machines
with sesame seeds and honey bars, is
it going to sell if it's 35 cents
each....lt's not feasible to replace 15-cent candy bars with 35-cent
anything. You don't have to find out
whether people will pay for it."
Vending machine proposals are

(continued jrom page J)

Their practice is very clever and,i
in my opinion, deceitful. They have
committed the individual to
payments two months prior to when
he actually believes he is covered."
Fidelity Union, in correspondance to Hettick, countered "that
when an applicant submits an
application for insurance, it is
unilateral of our company that he is

insured from the date of application, providing he qualifies for
coverage and accepts it when the
policy is delivered." Fidelity Union
added that "the applicant is under
no obligation to accept the contracts
when it is delivered to him."
Another BC student accused
Fidelity Union of misrepresenting
itselfwhen it tried to get an appointment with her. "Someone called me

The

challenge.
Here's the challenge. You'll need a watch
and a pencil. Start with number 1 in the center ot the ribbon. Then, as quickly as you
can, cross out every number, one at a time

in numerical order. When you've reached
number 60, check your watch. If it took you
less than three minutes, you've met the
challenge.

When there's a challenge,
quality makes the difference,
We hope you have some fun with the challenge.
There's another challenge we'd like to offer you, too.
The Pabst challenge:
We welcome the chance to prove the quality of
our beer. We challenge you to taste and compare
Pabst Blue Ribbon to any other premium beer. You'll
like Pabst better. Blue Ribbon quality means the best
tasting beer you can get. Since 1844 it always has.
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PABST Since 1844.The quality has always come through.
©1976.

mittee. It's a good place to air what
they want. They have to make their
proposal to the vending people and
we include it as a part of the
specifications." He added that a
possibility existed that some of their
products could be included in the
vending machines before June.

PABST BREWING COMPANY Milwaukee. Wis.. Peoria Heights, 111.. Newark, N. J?

Los Angeles,

Calif.. Pabst. Georgia.

and said that they were from the
College Master Plan," she said. "I
assumed that this had something to
do with the Masters program at BC
I was applying for. However, when 1
went to the appointment, 1 realized
he was selling insurance," she
added.
In addition, Hettick said that
Fidelity Union will tell students that
it is sponsoring insurance seminars
to,inform them of the various types
of insurance. "In reality, though, all
they want to do is sell insurance."
Hettick said.
Hettick also warned students
against giving the agents the names
of friends. "The agency will call
these people and tell your friends
that the insurance company was
recommended by you," he said.
Fidelity Union admitted that they
received many names of prospective
students from other students.

Milenky
(continued from page I)

POLITICAL SCIENCE BIAS?
Perhaps the most amazing fact
about the Milenky tenure denial is
that Milenky's field of expertise is
exactly where the Political Science
Department is weakest. According
to a private report given to The
Heights, BC is ranked 14th out of 17
colleges surveyed in the
Massachusetts area (including such
universities as Harvard, Holy
Cross, BU, Tufts, Clark, and
Northeastern) in terms of course
offerings in the comparative and
international politics field. The
international area, especially in
relations to developing nations, is
precisely the field that Milenky has
his credentials in. To put it simply,
the BC Political Science Department is heavily geared toward
theory at the expense of virtually
any study of third-world nations,
such as Milenky has done with
Latin America.
There have been charges that the
"theorist" wing of the department
has attempted to keep BC Political
Science free of any such comparative or international politics
influences. While Prof.
Manwaring admits that "there is no
question that we are relatively
undermanned in the area of Comparative and International Affairs"
he denies any departmental bias
toward those subjects or any efforts
to "purge" those who favor
increased course offerings in those
subjects. Still, the fact remains that
Milenky was the only professor out
of seventeen who was teaching
about the Third World, and, along
with one other, was the only one in
the department concerned with
international affairs.
WHAT HAPPENS NOW?
Milenky says he plans to exhaust
"all avenues of appeal in university
statues" and said he would not rule
out a court case. The political
science students, led by reps Jeff
Bauer and Mike Long, will also be
in on the battle. Their fight will be
uphill, for Milenky and supporters
are going against both the senior
members of the Political Science
department and a university tenure
process that has almost never been
overturned. The next couple of
weeks should be interesting ones as
tenure and political science meet
once again at BC.
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Firms Obtain Student Names
BC does not give such lists to people
by Sue Liguori
and outside BC, the person
students
Many
administrators are confused as to replied,"Well, I've gotten them
how certain companies obtain the before." According to Maguire,
names and addresses of BC "There is no evidence that they ever
students. The Registrar's office, had such a list. It was probably just
said University Registrar William a ploy to try to obtain the lists,"
Griffith, does not giove out the
Griffith theorizes that these comnames of students and their panies might have obtained the
addresses to people outside of BC. students' names and addresses from
"We are very security-conscious the student directory. "The direchere," said John Maguire, Dean of tories sometimes lie on the floor of
Admissions. "People will call and McElroy, and anyone may pick
say that they have an extraordinary them up."
deal for students, but we must
William Grubb, Fidelity Union
uniformly refuse to give out names Regional Vice-President, said that
and addressesof students."
in the past his company had
However, approximately a year obtained the names of seniors from
ago, said Griffith, someone called the student directory. "Unfortrying to obtain lists of BC seniors. tunately," he said,"this year it has
After explaining to the person that been made more difficult to obtain

Humanities Series to
Sponser Mead

In its twentieth year, the
Humanities Series has booked
Margaret Mead, anthropologist;
Susan Sontag, author; five poets;
and a classical historian as the
speakers for the spring semester.
Dr. Mead, curator emerita of the
Museum of Natural History in New
York, is the dean of American
anthropologists. Her book C»ming
of Age inSamoa(l92B) was the first
of 24 volumes that have made her
the best-known anthropologist in
America. Her lecture "World
Hunger" will be delivered in
Roberts Center on Tuesday, April
5, at Bp.m. Admission will be by
ticket only. Tickets may beobtained
on campus at the ticket window in
McElroy after March 10.
Susan Sontag will deliver the
"Spring Lecture" in McGuinn
Auditorium on Thursday, April 21.
Her books, Styles of Radical Will,
Against Interpretation and On
Photography, have establishedher as

I

a leading critic of society.
"Pericles the Politician" will be
the topic of Ernst Badian, Professor
of History at Harvard, for a lecture
in McGuinn on Thursday, March

24.
Lawrence Ferlinghetti. the San
Francisco poet, will read in Campion on Thursday, April 14.
Three alumni poets, Brendan
Galvin, '60, of Connecticut College;
John Vernon, '65, of the State
University of New York at
Binghamton; and Francis Sullivan,
S.J. '51 of Boston College, will
read from their poems in McGuinn
on March 31.
The Series will open onMarch3
with a reading of his poems by John
Montague, lecturer in Anglo-Irish
literature at University College,
Cork, Ireland. Montague is the
author of six books, and has been a
Fulbright Scholar at Vale and an
exchange lecturer at Berkeley.

training

the directorya student ID is needed
in order to get a copy." Fidelity
Union is currently using last year's
directory for the names of seniors.
However, one student, George
Jerry, whose name was not in the
directory, gave BC his aunt's
address but still received
solicitations. "It was the only occasion that I ever listed that addressas
my own,' Jerry wrote in a Heights
letter to the editor(Jan. 24, 1977).
Jerry claimed that he had received
mail at this address from various
companies and charged that
someone at BC is selling students'
records to outside companies.

According to Maguire, if a person
inside Be wishes to obtain a list of
students' names, he must go to the
computer room where a
programmer will give the lists only
to authorized people. Any lists of
students' names that are given to
these authorized personnel are
recorded on the computer. In
Jerry's case, his name and address
were included in four lists given to
an SOM dean and the Career Planning and Placement Center.
"Everyone who had access to these
lists were well-qualified," stressed
Maguire,"and there was tight
security surrounding the lists."
Another possible way a company
could get lists of BC students, said
Maguire, would be to go to the
Career Planning and Placement
Center under the guise of getting
names of possible employees. These
names,Maguire theorized, could
then be used for any purpose.
The various departments on campus may also obtain lists of the
students who are majoring in their
departments, said Griffith. While he
concedes that it is possible that
these lists could be given to outside
companies by staff in the BC
departments, he thinks that this is
improbable.
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WZBC Suit Progresses
But Grievances Remain
(continued from page 31

"mostly third-hand type of stuff."
We're assuming that we're However, Hudson notified Duffy
dealing with honorable people with i that at the next meeting two more
honorable intentions."
students plan to describe allegeddisDuffy requested that Hudson crimination encountered at WZBC.
invite any persons who feel that Despite the apparent progress,
they've experienced discrimination Hudson informed Duffy that he
to attend the meetings, and one planned to mail a letter to NAACP
woman, Yvonne watson, appeared. (which stated that discrimination
Duffy said that her case entailed the exists at BC. but did not comprise
amount of notification given to specific grievances.
Brickhouse
announcers that remaining at the suggested that Thursday's meeting
station longer than one semester determined that BC couln't stand
required the acquisition of a class the negative publicity which would
three license. WZBC contends that be gained from the letter. He said
notices were posted in the station ; that those officials present at the
and that the information was meeting characterized the disrepeated at a general meeting. Wat- crimination charges as an "internal
son chose not to file a complaint problem." Duffy stated that he
against WZBC with Student does not know whether or not HudAffairs. According to Duffy, the son actually sent the letter, but
rest of Hudson's complaints were NAACP has not contacted him.
are.

IMPORTANT

1977-78

MEAL
PLAN
QUESTIONNAIRE
AT ALL DINING AREAS
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 2
THROUGH FRIDAY, MARCH 4

"I
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LEDexpvfiyncsIn,SreasordT
t uition
(continuedfrom page 4)
There arises, however, a very
important element here. Most Bud
Com members and the authors of
this paper see the needs of the
Athletic Department (this includes
our Recreation Complex) as basic
to this university and unremovable.
The recognition gained greatly
exceeds monetary evaluation.
(Notably, the largest single-year
increase in applications occurred in
1976, shortly after the nationally
televised Boston College-Notre
Dame football game.) The fact

our savings accounts are our
beloved professors, administrators,
maintenance people, coaches, and
all others cashing in a Boston
College paycheck. Increases in their
paychecks are certainly deserved
and the Bud Com points to these
various reasons:(A) Boston tops the
list as the most expensive place in
the US to live. , (B) Professors'
salaries must keep up with the cost
of living if we are to keep them.
Superior instructors could leave us
if we are not adiquately compensated for their work, and C) Fringe

remains that the Athletic Departht and its planners are winners;
winners of the contest of fiscal
irresponsibility.
Next comes the utilities-fuel
problem. As students, we pay
directly for heat, light, water, and
gas expenses. No space need be
wasted explainingunpredictable and
oten unbelievable havoc in the
future: OPEC's prices and another
severe winter. We can expect .at
least a 6.5 percent increase in each
Of these areas for next year.
Once again, continuing to batter

benefits and workmen's compensation has skyrocketed; (30 percent,
since 1974).
Another category of expense,
however, continues to perplex us.
"Other Operating Expenses",which
include postagecosts, travel, library
acquisitions, printing and
periodicals, and non-salaried auxilary services require $10 million
annually. We sincerely question the
significance or usefulness of these
areas. We cannot doubt their
existence, but we could certainly
doubt their value, particularly if

BC Pays $50,000 For Legal Fees
by Gregory Joyce

Boston College spends approximately $50,000 of its fifty million
dollar budget to pay its legal bills,
according to Vice President and
Assistant to the President Margaret
Dwyer. The Boston-based firm of
Foley, Hoag, and Elliot have
represented the university "since the
previous administration," Dwyer
said.
BC has two available options in
considering legal assistance, according to Dwyer. One is to establish
an administrative post exclusively
for a university lawyer. The other is
to hire an independent law firm,
which is what BC has done.
The prohibitive factor in the first
case, Dwyer said, is money. A
university lawyer would have to be
supplied with offices, secretaries,
and other forms of administrative
assistance. Another reason cited
was that an individual lawyer would
probably not have the expertise to

deal with BC's many varied legal
concerns.
Last year, Dwyer stated, BC was
involved in approximately two hundred cases, but she emphasized that
these were not "cases" or "suits"
per se, but merely the number of
times that legal assistance was
required by the university to handle
its "business needs."
The cost of legal assistance,
according to Dwyer, rose during the
sixties and early seventies, and
"became a significant item in the
budget" because of the introduction
of federal programs that applied to
Boston College. The university
needed legal assistance in order to
interpret these programs and find
out how they pertained to the school
itself. One example is the Affirmative Action Program, which
requires that hiring practices be
non-discriminatory. Failure to comply with these regulations means the
loss of federal funds.
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When asked how a lawsuit filed
by a student against a teacherwould
be handled, Duffy stated that the
school would try to resolve the issue
at the level closest to where it
occurred. In most instances, the student and professor would go before
the department head.
Both Duffy and former Vice
President of Student Affairs James
Mclntyre cited a "reluctance" on
the school's part to call an attorney,
hoping that problems of "human
differences" could be kept within
the school community without the
need for involvement with "legal
implications."
In the long run, Dwyer said, most
of the university's legal matters concern the typical business side of the
organization contracts, real estate,
labor relations, and refinancing.

-

Course Critique Abandoned

by Nicholas Morris
The $5,000 course critique

sponsored evaluation program.
"The UAS forms emphasize the
program, sponsored by the UGBC instructor, while UGBC forms
Academic Committee, has been emphasize the course,' SHE
abandoned. Chairperson Julia Manstated. In
accordance with
nix stated that she is scheduling UAS policy, none of the comments
evaluations for second-semester from the evaluations will be
courses sometime after mid-terms.
released.
In place of the first-semester
Mannix further stated that the
course critiques, UGBC will issue Academic Committee is "letting
the University Academic Senate each student interpret the results
(UAS) evaluations, scheduled for himself. We are not tampering with
release on March 23. Despite the the results; a student would get a
UASevaluations, Mannix advocates pool of opinion, not just one percompiling a separate UGBCson's biased opinion."
Originally, Mannix had
scheduled the critique process for
last semester; however delays and
the misplacement of checks halted
the distribution of the critique
forms. She stated that dissenting
professors and the caucuses not distributing the forms correctly were
working against her and the committee.
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involved."

Mannix explained that collecting
and sorting evaluations conducted*
in this manner was "nearly
impossible." According to her plan,
the caucus of each department
would administer the evaluations;'
however, Mannix admitted that
there was "nowhere near a majority
of caususes handing in theis,.
results." As an incentive to conducting evaluations, she said, the
AcademicCommittee had given $50
to each of the caucuses for wine-,
and-cheese socials.
At the February I Caucus
meeting, President of the SOE.
Senate Joanne Falwell reported to
the Caucus that she believed that
Mannix was attempting to withhold
money for SOE skits because the
SOE Senate would not participate
in the UGBC evaluation process.
Another meeting, attended by
Falwell, UGBC President Ron lac-"
cobucci and Mannix. revealed this
charge to be the result of a misunderstanding. SOE will receive its
skit money.
;
Falwell stated, "I think Julia
Mannix is upset because there's a
general apathy. Some caucuses can
do it but for others it's difficult. She'
isn't getting the cooperation she
wants. For the benefit of SOE, I'd
rather not use the UGBC forms.
Questions were fine, but for con-,,
venience' sake, the UAS forms
would be better."
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According to Mannix, the fact*
to evaluate last
semesters' courses created
numerous obstacles. Some
professors refused to allow their
students to spend class time for this"*
purpose.
One worker on the UGBC pro*",
ject, who wished to remain unidentified, stated, "It turned out to be a
hassle. The ten-minute critique
took twenty minutes. The student's?
attitude was discouraging. A lot of
students thought it was a big joke.
They (the evaluation forms) were-i
filled out wrong. The way it was
organized was a flop. There was no
input from separate caucuses.
Maybe it was lack of leadership on
Julia's part. Nobody wanted to getv

that students had

.
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Another legislative proposal that
might affect BC is one related to
handicapped students. The school
brought its legal counsel in to make
what the administration thought to
be necessary amendments to the
proposal. BC termedthe legislation
as "too sweeping and costly" and
"detrimental to already developed
programs."
The number of suits involving one
orimore students against the university is very small, Dwyer said.
Iniatially, most of these matters
come under the concern of Vice
President of Studwnt Affairs Kevin
Duffy. "I would," Duffy explained,
"handle any legal issue involving
any of the departments of student
affairs." He serves as a liason and
"fact-finder" between the students
and the administration.

they are played to the tune of $10
million.
What are the alternatives to a tui-*
tion hike? The Bud Com decided
that if a tuition increase could be
avoided, certain cutbacks could be
mandated. Among them, abanhall,
doning Kirkwood dining
closing down the Rec Plex, disbar
one or two of the lesser athletia
programs, firing untenured faculty,*"
and severely cutting staff positions,
and many other money-saving
devices such as moving Boston
College to Arizona or Southern
California. In the opinion of this
author, for years to come, any use"
of these ideas would severely subtract from the advantages of going
to Boston College. Other alternatives included setting a fee in contract form so that a student would'
pay only so much a year for the
duration of his education at
College. But why require an incoming freshman five or six years from
now to pay for the costs we have left
unpaid during our stay? After all,
we are all in this together, and isn'tthat just a littlebit selfish?
Next week my commentary will
take a wider scope of the problerrf
and include many issues which
strike us, as students, deeply; the
failure of the administration to
prepare for cost increases, the,
endowment problem, the lack of
student representation on the Board
of Trustees,and how we could helg.
keep costs down.

The original painter's
pants, in natural canvas
drill. Sizes 26-36.
All loops and pockets
included, just $13.00.
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WHY IS SIGLINDA STEINFULLER
DEAN OF BEER?
WHYNOT?
Fellow Beer Persons,
Life is full of unanswered questions such as: Is there intelligent life
elsewhere in the universe? And if so, do they wear socks?
In beer, however, there are no unanswered questions. Because there
is only one word for beer, and you know it.
Schlitz.
Therefore, as your Dean of Beer, I suggest you research
the essential rightness of the word for yourself at your next
social function. Or even your next antisocial function.
And please note: The recommended source
wmj^mt^
material for locating the word can be found in any
fct
Jyjj
phone booth. In other words, look in the Yellow
Pfo
Pages. Under "Beer!"
Thank you.
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Boston College Social Committee
proudly presents

|
|

IN CONCERT

DAVE M ASON
performance
in a rare "acoustic"

featuring

MIKE EINNIG AN and JIM KRUEGER
and more
Saturday evening, March 19 at Bpm

Roberts Center
~

Advance tickets $4 with BC ID
ON SALE later this week in the ticket booth
I

I
I

A Mention: The Social and Cultural Committees regret that the March 11 Gil Scott-Heron
concert has been canceled due to to circumstances beyond our control.

\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0-'

-

Resident Student Life Presents

1

I

ED SULLIVAN
I

IN CONCERT
RESERVOIR LOUNGE

Thursday, March 3
at 8:00pm
I

Alcoholic Imbibements will be served.

1
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I BU

puts pressure on

By Dave Coulthard
Rick Meagher's second goal of the game with exactly one minute remaining in the
third period lifted BU to a 6-5 thrilling victory over BC Saturday night. The BU win
over the Eagles virtually assure the Terriers of home ice in the quarterfinal round of
the upcoming playoffs, while at the same time eliminating BC's aspirations of hosting
one of the postseason's contests. Most likely BC will be the club to invade Walter
Brown Arenea to tangle with BU a third time thisyear and hope to gainrevenge.
Once again this great rivalry of Commonwealth Avenue universities provided
another exciting game that went right down to the wire just like the 6-6 tic played
earlier this season. The normally warm McHugh Forum, made more so by the mild
(continued on S2)

Basketball Drops Finale 101-76
The Boston College basketball team concluded its season Saturday
evening on a losing note, dropping a 101-76 decision to Fairfield at the
winner's court, with the loss, the Eagles fell to a dismal 8-17 while the
Stags improved to 16-8 in virtually clinching an ECAC Tournamentbid.
BC was able to stick with their hosts through the initial twenty minutes
as the half concluded with Fairfield ahead by only six, 41-35. however,
the Stags caught fire after intermission and assured a disappointing
fairwell to Coach Bob Zuffelato, who closed out a long and distinguished
careerfor the Eagles.

PAID
Chesnut Hill, Mass.
Permit No. 58519
Monday, February 28, 1977

Stephanie Martin I

Skidmore during 6-5 loss. The Eagle's goalie was once again excellent, despite contest's outcome.

Terriers Foil Eagles Again 6-5

Non-Profit Org.
US Postage

ECAC DIVISION ONE HOCKEY
STANDINGS THROUGH FEBRUARY 28

UNH

CLARKSON
CORNELL
BU
BC

BROWN
PROVIDENCE
HARVARD

Within Division

25-7
16-4
15-6-1
15-6-1
12-8-1
10-9
12-11
11-9

Overall

21-4
22-6
17-7-1
17-9-1
17-9-1
1410
15-12
13-11

Play-offs begin the week of March 7. the number one team will
host the number eight team, number two will host number seven,
and so on.
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Allan Cohen

Potential's There
With 27 games played including Saturday nights home finale
with BU there seems sufficient data to evaluate Phase One of the
hockey season. Phase I, commonly referred to as the regular
season, finds BC at a 17-9-1 record with two upcoming road trips
to complete the schedule. Under consideration is one basic
question: Is this a winning season?
BC began the season boasting a high scoring front line, an allstar goalie, and a freshmen corp that would greatly enhance the
Eagles's bench strength. After the first ten games BC was running
at a fair pace, 7 wins, 3 losses. These included two victories over
Providence*, a 3-2 margin over St. Louis and a couple of lopsided
victories against weak New England challengers. Home losses to
Northeastern and Notre Dame and a bomb at Vermont offset the
victories while deferring BC towards the middle of the pack in
their division.
In the next ten games BC finesed Ivy League rivals Cornell
(twice), Harvard, Vale and Dartmouth, whipped St. Lawrence,
and survived a wild BU confrontation with a 6-6 tic. An upset by
Perm preceding home and home drubbings by UNH were unforeseen snags. The Eagles did manage a streak of six wins seesawing
between third place and fourth in the division.
By late January, only Clarkson and UNH had won-loss records
superior to BC. Victories over upcoming Clarkson and the
inimitable Beanpot Tourney would distinguish BC from the class
of great pretenders.
By now you know of the Eagles' demise. The January thaw to
clear February's path to the playoffs never existed, nor did BC's
domination of UNH, Clarkson, and BU in home matches. These
were the teams to beat.
BU, in the meantime, utilized the memory of 5 straight losses
as their season opened. BU coach Jack Parker calls it a "long
haul," but patience has been rewarded. The Terriers worked their
way back to .500, snatched 5 wins in overtime and have now won
eight of their last none games. Like BC, BU proudly boasts a
sophomore goalie with great promise, a high scoring front line,
and a freshman, Dave Silk, who is second in team scoring. Identical 17-9-1 records? Yes. Similar personnel? Yes. Comparative
seasons? No.
BC has been hot and cold while BU is continually getting
warmer.By its victory Saturday night BU sewed up fourth place
relegating BC to no higher than fifth. A season made up of ups
and downs cannot compare with one that has shown a steady
climb even though the won-loss column are similar.
With two games remaining before getting into Phase Two, the
playoffs, it is important to regain the momentum of winning. The
home advantage has been lost but the potential for winning all the
marbles is still there.

Stephanie
Martin

Fagle Captain Boh Ferriter attempts to clear puck during Terrier power play.

Last Minue Goal Lifts BU Over Eagles;
6-5 Loss Destroys Home Ice Chances
(continued from SI)
weather and the heat from a standing room only crowd, caused the
ice to be softer than usual and thus
slowed down play. Tenacious
action between the two teams was
not missing, however, and the game
became sloppy much of the time as
a result.
Overall BC performed poorly,
passing carelessly and failing to be
able to cover any opponent one on
one defensively. The mid-season
excellence has been lost somewhere
along the line.
The first ten minutes of the third
period was BC finest stretch of the
1 game as the Eagles forechecked BU
right out of its patterns, creating
many scoring opportunities. Terrier
netminder Jim Craig, recovering
from a slapshop that struck him in
the throat in the second period,
thwarted BC with some sparkling
saves on a number ol tough shots
that had goal written on them. The
Eagles managed to penetrate
Craig's armor only once when Joe
Mullen was set up in front for a

important

sports staff
meeting in
Mcelroy

113

AT 4:3OPM

TODAY!!!

All sports staff
members must attend
as several vital topics
will be discussed.

point blank shot on a beautiful pass the first period BU went up 2-0 as
from Bob Ferriter at 4:30. When it Eruzione scored on a breakaway
looked like another overtime game while Eagles were skating off the ice
was in store, Mike Eruzione and for a line change.
Mark Hetnik sent two passes Ferriter and Rob Riley tallied goals
around three stationary BC to erase the 2-0 deficit, but the all
defenders to set up Meagher at the too recurrent "defensive lapse" by
left side of the crease.
BC allowed Meagher to score with
Changing on the fly may have done only a minuute to go in the first
more damage than anything to BC's period. BC miraculously survived a
cause. Superior hustle overcame disasterous second period with the
many of the team's technical flaws help of strong play by skidmore.
but it was in the midst of a BC line Paul Barrett scored at 0:39 which
change that BU scored the winning preceded BC's demise. Two Terrier
goal. Four minutes earlier BU lamplighters increased the margin
gained a three on zero breakaway to two goals once again before Ed
while BC players were bumping into Reardon saved BC with a goal near
each other during a line change. In the end of the period.

BC Trips Green; Falls To Hoyas, St. John's
by

Jim

Catapano

While all eyes focused towards
Pennsylvania following the
announcement of Dr. Tom Davis'
appointment as the new Eagle
coach, the Boston College basketball team continued on its dismal
path in dropping two of three contests last week. After defeating
Dartmouth 80-74 before a virtually
empty Roberts Center Tuesday, BC
took to the road and proceded to be
soundly thrashed by Georgetown
87-69 and St. John's 92-69. The
losses to the Hoyas and Redmen.
two ball clubs which are currently
bordering on national recognition,
dropped the Eagles' record to a disappointing 8-17 in a season which
contained early optimism for an
even log.
The victory over Dartmouth was
made possible by an unusual second
half rally that transformed a 39-30
deficit at intermission into a sixpoint win. As has been the case all
season, the Eagles came out flat and
this lackluster early action allowed
the Indians to forge into the lead.
However, after halftime. BC shots
finally found the range and a sizzling 67.6 percent performance from
the floor, sparked a 50-point second
half. Combined with a strong defensive effort, the Eagles overwhelmed
the New Hampshire visitors and
escaped with a well-earned vicotry.
Ernie Cobb and Rick Kuhn, both

scoring 15 points, paced a balanced
BC attack which placed five men in
double figures.
However, success was only shortlived and when on Saturday, the
Zuffelato-coached squad traveled
to the land of Jimmy Carter, they
were met head on by a Georgetown
team priming for the ECAC
tourney. The result was an expected
87-69 rout and while questions
regarding what a Hoya is may as yet
be unanswered, there was no doubt
that the Eagles found themselves
thoroughly outclassed, at least on
this particular occasion. For all
practical purposes, the contest was
never really in doubt as Georgetown
rolled to a commanding 40-24 halftime lead. Not even a superlative
effort by BC's classy sophomore
Cobb, who alone recorded 34 points
on 16-22 from the floor, could
detain the Hoya express. The hosts
placed six players in double figures
and without any assistance, Cobb
was unable to singlehandedly
threaten the Hoyas.
The Eagles continued on their
downward plunge on Wednesday
when they challenged St. John's in
New York. Led by their flashy
guard Glen Williams, the Redmen
tallied ten of the initial twelvepoints
registered in the contest and were
never seriously pressed in recording
an impressive 92-69 victory. Following this early spurt, the home squad

continued the onslaught and
extended their lead to 28-8 before
the Eagles realized that the game
had started. Although BC rallied to
trail by only fourteen at the half, 43-29, the maroon was allowed no
closer as the Redmen maintained a
torrid 53 percent pace from the

floor after intermission. The Eagles
were once again led by Cobb while
both Michael Bowie and Rick Kuhn
placed in double figures with 12 and
11 points respectively. However,
despite these efforts, BC proved to
be no match for the cohesive and
well-disciplined St. John's five.
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Dave Nelson clears hurdle on way to victory.

By Jim Larner
The Eagles track squad overpowered their Jesuit arch-rivals
from Holy Cross 71-47 over the
vacation, at the Rec-Plex.
It was a close meet until BC's
superior depth in the running events
put HC out of their misery.
Dave Nelson was again the high scorer winning the long jump in
233%", placing third in the hurdles
in 7.6 and running a leg on the winning mile relay team (50.8). In the
long jump, Nelson leaped into a
spot in the IC4A's next week at
Princeton with New England's third
best jump this year. Only
Northeastern's Ron Chambers and
U. Conn's Bob Davis have recorded
better jumps. U. Mass' Bob Adamson has a 233/2".
The meet was at first very close in
the field events but BC took over
once the running events started.
Nelson got BC off to a good start by
winning the long jump but HC took
the lead when they swept the triple
jump. The Crusaders' Tom

Massareli, a second place finisher in
the long jump, won the event with a
jump of 449". However, despite
this fine performance, Massareli's
individual triumph is somewhat less
impressive because BC's Jack Kent,
who has already jumped 45 feet this
year, was sidelined with an injury
and thus was unable to participate
in the competition.
With Holy Cross still leading, BC
began its surge in the weight events.
The Eagles were led by Mark Christian, a product of BC High, who
won the 351b. weight with a heave of
591" and placed third to Karl
Swanke in the shot put. This was
only Christian's second meet and he
already has the sixth best throw in
New England for the 351b. weight.
After an HC sweep in the high
jump, BC fell behind once again.
With the pole vault results still pending. BC was losing 26-19 going
into the running events. BC lost
ground in the first running event,
the mile. Coaches Gilligan and
Meagher decided to move Billy

It's Tourney Time: A Primer For The NCAA
next week in Greensboro will preby Steve Feinstein
While
we
at
Boston
are
vent five good teams from making
College
\u25a0
worried over collegehockey and are the regionals and any person who
praying that Tom Davis will at least can tell me who will win is a better
take us out of our basketball catharman than I. One thing must be kept
sis, the rest of the landlocked 47 are in mind, though; that is, two of the
eagerly awaiting the NCAA known ways of making a fortune are
Tourney. This purely subjective buying a whiskey distillers in
primer will attempt to narrow the Canada before Prohibition and betpossible teams from the fifty most ting underdogs in the ACC Tournapeople (meaning Billy Packer and ment.- Look for Virginia and
his ilk) say to maybe twenty.
Maryland as underdogs and North
Starting with the East, a young Carolina to win everything in the
Syracuse team is perhaps a shade East of Tommy LaGarde's knee is
below Holy Cross and Providence.
100 percent and Walter Davis stays
Of the three, Providence has the out of foul troubleand continues his
hot hand. If not, look for a poor
most talent. But this has been true
for the last three years and the performance from the East again.
Friars are still not in the regionals.
The Mideast title should go to
Look for a last second shot to settle Kentucky if they win their cona Holy Cross-Providence game.
ference. Their chief rivals are
Their only compeition comes Tennessee and Michigan. Tennessee
from the new EIBL andthe Atlantic has no depth but has a truly comCoast Conference. Rutgers and plete player in Bernie King and an
Villanova are evenly matched in the alley brawler in Ernie Grunfeld.
EIBL but Villanova gets the They've sprung a number of upsets
homecourt edge. The ACC madness so far this year and could force Ken-

tournament is being played in

tucky into a West Coast first round

game against either San Fransisco
or UCLA. Dream on, NBC!
Michigan is too strong to be discounted but after beating a Detroit
or Notre Dame to come back the
next day to face a Robey or
Grunfeld maybe too akin to
Sylvester Stallone. Finally,
Alabama is the best team in the
nation who will probably not be
invloved.
Every season also has its Rutgers.
That is a team-that goes 26-0 and is
ranked high but dies when it faces a
good ball club. Put Arkansas on
that list for '77. Welcome to the big
leagues, Eddie Sutton. The Mideast
could well be the dumping grounds
for good teams like Purdue, Wake
Forest, Oregon, UNC-Charlotte,
and Oral Roberts who may finish
second in their conference and make
this region a questionmark. The
Metro Seven champ will also play
here. Many say this is between
Louisville and Cincinatti. Yet, the

Memphis and the Memphis State
Tigers own a home court, a great
ball club, and impressive wins over
Cincinatti and Arkansas already.
Ah, for the love of the homecourt.
The West has meant UCLA for
years and many are waiting for that
UCLA-San Francisco showdown. I
tend to go with UCLA if that game
does come about only because of the
inexperience and weak schedule of
the Dons. Remember that three
starters are sophomores and playing
Oh, I'll
Pepperdine is fun but
give you three debating points if you
tell me Gene Barlow is as exciting as
a wet towel.
One last team who could surprise
is Utah. They are tough at home in
a moderately strong conference and
host the regionals.
So, good luck with your
watching. I know next Saturday
night, I intend to have two TV's on
for the game on Channel 10 and the
other on Channel 27. The two radios
will be on WBT, Charlotte for the
ACC Tournament and WCKY,
Cincinatti for the MetroSeven
Tournament. And all the while, I
will be watching live, in person, the
Lincoln-Sudbury-Framingham
South high school classic. Do not
disturb.

Eagles Cop Seventh In NE Meet
by Jim Larner

year. Still, there is room for
even greater achievements considering that most of the team
every

The BC women's swimming
program continued to make its
mark in New England by placing
seventh in the New England championships last weekend at the
University of Rhode Island.
BC has been to only four New
England Championships in its
young swimming history, improving

returns next year.
Star of the meet for BC must go
to Siobhon Cambell who won a
silver in the one meter diving com-

petition and a bronze in the three
meter. Cambell has now qualified
for the nationals at Brown in mid

BC HOCKEY STATISTICS
Bob Ferriter
Paul Barrett
Joe Mullen
Joe Augustine
Bill Army
Kerry Young
Team Total

Games Played Goals Assists Points
27
22~
59
37
27
22
52
30
25
22
47
25
27
6
26
32
26
11
12
23
14
27
8
22

[

27

160

257

417

GOAL TENDING
Won
Lost
Tied Goal Aye.
Paul Skidmore
14
7
1
41
Bill Wilkins
3
0
4.0
2

March. Kathy Kuthberg placed
tenth and eleventh for the Eagles.
BC's other fine diver Maggie
O'Brian was out with an injury.
BC received an excellent performance in the swimming events from
Bea Grausse. Grausse, who made
All-New England (top eight) in the
50 yd. butterfly, set a team record
with a 28.5. She also recorded a
season's best in the 50 yd. free at
26.9.
Donna Gerstner also gained AllNew England status in the 100yd.
individual medley and then turned
in her best performance in the 100
yd. free style (1:01.8). Gerstner, a
walk-on to the team this year, competed in AAU proerams but was
forced to retire when her high school
didn't have a swimming program.
She has improved her time in every
race she has participated in this
year.
Gerstner and Grausse teamed up
with co-captain Mary Ellen Sullivan
and Kathy Derron for a fine showing in the 200 yd. IM relay.
Kirn Morihan was another addition to the All-New England squad
in the 100 yd. backstroke. She was
also in the running in the 200 yd.
backstroke. Lenell Blackburn was
right behind her in each event. Sue
Wirack also had a fine performance
in the 400yd. IM.
From here BC goes to Delaware
to tackle the top teams in the east.
Favored are Rutgers and Princeton.

Gajewski up from his usual race, the
1000 and place him in the mile
against HC ace Rich Mahoney.
BC's usual miler Steve Lowell was
another casualty out with a groin
pull.
This was by far the best race of
the day. Mahoney went out in the
first quarter in 1:03 but Gajewski
followed him all the way through a
2:07 half and a 3:09 three quarter.
Coming into the final turn before
the gun lap Gajewski made his
move. About a lap later, or 100
yards form the finish, the Mahoney
kick grabbed back the lead and gave
him a win in 4:09.9. Gajewski
placed second in a very quick 4:11.2.
BC figured to pick up a first and a
second in the 600 but an over anxious Bob Scales false started twice
and was thrown out. Leo Vercollone
won the event easily in 1:12.7, his
best time of the year, but BC gained
only five points instead of a
probableeight at a point in the meet
when they were still behind 32-22.
This later proved to be insignificant. Byron Hemingway qualified
for Princeton with a 7.4 win in the
60yd. high hurdles with Nelson
coming in third. Then, Phil Hazard
remained unbeaten with a 6.2 win in
the 60 yd. dash and thus maintaining his number one ranking in
New England. Mike Curry was
second in 6.3.
At this point the pole vault was
finally in with Mark Roder and
John Mulroy giving BC first and
second.
BC had now clinched the meet
but there were some fine races still
to come. The Eagles won the 1000
behind Mark Canavan's season's
best of 2:14.1. The win not only
meant a tough win over HC's Paul
Corchoran, but also meant a free
trip to Princeton for the sophomore
from North Quincey. Bob Scales
was third in 2:16.7.
Dick Hayden gave BC another
win in the 2-mile as he recorded his
season's best with a 9:01 performance. A battle with HC's Mark
Muarry lasted until the mile and
one half mark when Hayden finally
pulled away. BC's Billy Roach was
third in 9:08.1%
All that remained after that were
the relay events and BC took both
of them easily. The mile relay was
run in 3:21.6 with Roger Reddick
(50.9), Dave Nelson (50.8), Scales
(51.4), and Hazard (48.5) competing
for the Eagles. The 2-mile relay was
won by Gajewski (1:57.3), Mullen
(2:04.8), Canavan (1:59.4) and Vercollone (1:52.5) in 7:59.9.

OMa'Kerfy
Eagle divers displayed perfect form in New England* also.
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There are so many muggings and robberies
here, most insurance companies won't
around
I
write insurance on a lot of people in a lot of neighborhoods. But The Congress will! Rip off this ad
?or call us at 482-7866?to find out how you
can t guaranteed Federa| protection against
rip-offs for as little as $30 a year.
Congress Insurance Agency, Inc.
.JLIjx. Federal Crime Insurance Div., 33 Broad St., Boston, Ma. 02109
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